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Party Unity ($400,000 To ill 
Is Goal Of BeNecnht3; Deseg Plan
Demo Solon
By ETHEL PAYNE
CHICAGO, Ill. — Rep. William
L. Dawson, key member of the
platform drafting committee of
the Democratic National Conven-
tion, flatly denied yesterday any
deal with anyone which might af-
fect the phrasing of the civil rights
plank.
Rumors of powerful pressure on
Dawson from Sen. Lyndon John-.
son of Texas and other Democratic
"l aders were rife among Negro end labor delegates.
Dawson stated with great empha-
sis, "I'm going in fighting for all
I can get without jeopardizing the
unity of the party."
A floor fight on the seething
civil rights issue seemed certain
late Tuesday night, since any
plank acceptable to the South
would surely be challenged by the
liberal wing headed by the Harri-
man forces and the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, head-
ed by Roy Wilkins, NAACP exec-
utive secretary.
Wilkins was called into the meet-
See UNITY, Page 2
Correction
LAST WEEK the editor - hat-
ed newspaper gremlins pulled a
REAL LULU in the composing
room. On the front page of August
ilI edition, the picture of very-much-alive J. T. Chandler, person.
nel director of Universal Life In-
surance company, appeared in a
story entitled "Hank' Day, Sax
Man With Al Jackson, Dies." On
page 9, of the same edition, the
photo of the late William L.
(Hank) Day appeared in a feature
on Universal Life, where Mr.
Chandler's picture should have
been. In this edition, page 9, you'll
find Mr. Chandler's photo where it
should be; and, of course, you see
Mr. Day's picture above. Funeral
rites were held last Wednesday for
Mr. Day, the popular and excellent
saxophonist who played with Al
Jackson's band, and who gave up
many fine offers from some t o p
bands of the nation to remain near
his beloved mother, Mrs. Alma
Day Booker, of 40-C Foote Park.
A new Negro high school is plan.
ned for Shelby County, according
to an announcement made by Supt.
George Barnes of the County
Board of Education last week.
A $300,000 high school build-
ing will be constructed at Shelby
County Training school at Wood-
stock. The proposed 16 classrooms
will accommodate approximately
600 students and the building will
be completed for start of the 1957-
58 school term.
Eight-room additions costing
$100,000 each will be constructed
at the East Millington elementary
school and the E. A. Harrold High
school serving the Millington
section. Each addition will provide
for about 300 students with oc-
cupancy planned by next Feb-
ruary.
Increased seating capacity
through 53 additional classrooms
in white and 38 in Negro schools
will be ready for the county schools
lopening on Aug. 27.
Mr. Barnes said enrollment at
start of the school year is expect-
ed to be more than 27,000 or about
the same as at school closing last
June. A jump of 1,500 to 4,000 is
anticipated by next June.
4 Arrested As
Riot Inciters
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1956
Congrats From A & I Prexy
GET MASTER'S DEGREES
Columnist Nathaniel D. (Nat)
Williams of "Down on Beele4
fame receives congratulations
from President W. S. Davis,
at Tennessee State university
last week, followingSum-
mer commencement exercises
where Mr. Williams was grant-
ed Ids master's degree. Prin-
cipal Robert H. Morris of Grant
School (shown center) received
his master's at the same
time. Both of these Memphians
also earned their undergrad-
uate degrees at Tennessee
State. (See other photos of
Memphians who earned mas-
ter's degrees in this edition.)
Photo by Clanton M.
Sunday night. on charges of incit-
burg, Tenn. were arrested late 
BFour white men in South Pitts- Li ry Dr.
ing a riot after a disturbance dur-
ing which a white man was cut
on the hand and two Negroes suf-
fered shotgun pellet wounds in the
legs.
Asst. Police Chief Andrew Win-
ters identified the arrested men
as Arch White, jr., 21, charged
with assault in the shooting of
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Smith,
of Stevenson, Ala.; Jack Coates,
25; Arvil Coates, 45, and Pat Gif-
ford, jr., 35, all of South Pitts-
burg.
White, whose hearing was set
for Monday, made $5,000 bond and
the others made bonds of $250
each. A hearing for the other
three is Aug 18.
Chief Winters said the trouble
started through a "cuss fight" in-
volving White, Thurman Coffelt,
See ARRESTED, Page 2
Crump Hospital
Aide Resigns
The assistant administrator for
the City of Memphis hospitals,
who is in charge of E. H. Crump
Memorial hospital, is leaving his
post.
Joseph B. Mackey is to join
the administrative staff of a pri-
vate hospital on Sept. 1. His resig-
nation was announced last week
by Robert C. Hardy, city hospital
administrator.
• It Will Take More Than
Harriman Or Stevenson
(AN EDITORIAL)
Former President Harry S. Truman's endorse-
ment of William Averell Harriman, governor of New
York, for president of the United States on the Demo-
cratic ticket, is a choice between eminent qualification
of a candidate for the position, over one who is rapidly
becoming a symbol of appeasement to diehard South-
erners in the struggle over desegregation.
A brief look at Mr. Harriman's qualification for
President will convey even to the moderately observ-
ant that he would be less likely to make grave mis-
takes in that great office, which would inflame the
world, than Adlai Stevenson, IF elected.
In 1946 Mr. Harriman served as ambassador to
the Court of St. James; from 1946 to '48 he was Sec-
retary of Commerce; he was representative in Europe
for the Economic Co-operation Administration, 1948-
'50; special assistant at the White House, 1951-'50;
chairman of the NATO Commission on Defense Plans




By MABEL B. CROOKS lowing which he was staff cone-
NASHVILLE — Dr. George W. Harvey, editor-in- spond 
the Pittsburgh Courier while living
and religious editor of
chief of the Sunday School Publishing Board of the Na-
t 'tional Baptist convention, U.S. A, Inc., died last week in i 
in Pittsburgh. For the past 11
his home here. !See DR. HARVEY, Page 2
Hundreds of messages of condolence and floral tri-
butes have poured in attesting 
the esteem in which he was held.
Funeral services were conducted
in Nashville's Spruce Street Bap-
tist church, Dr. A. M. Townsend,
pastor, officiating; and in the New
Hope Baptist church, Braddock, a
suburb of Pittsburgh, Pa. Inter-
ment was in Pittsburgh.
The West Virginia-born clergy-
man, after two successful pastor-
ates, turned to religious journal-
ism where his success and serv-
ices were international in scope.
Dr. Harvey had suffered a severe
illness last Spring from which he
had recovered sufficiently to con-
tinue his work. Showing no signs
of physical strain and in the best
of spirits when he left his family
to go to his room on the evening
he passed, a few minutes later his
wife found him lying across the
bed obviously gravely ill. The end
came within 10 minutes.
FORMER PASTOR
Dr. Harvey was graduated from
West Virginia State college, Ober-
lin Theological Seminary, a n d
earned his graduate degree at Co-
lumbia university. He pastored
New Hope Baptist church at Brad-
dock, Pa., and Flagg Chapel Bap-
tist church, Milledgeville, Ga., fol-
Lee To Fight For Votes
In Stewartville Area
By MOSES J. NEWSON
Comes November, new attention will be centered on
Stewartville where the size of the Negro vote in the
August balloting now rivals the citizens choice of candi-
dates as an election puzzle.
This new attention will come mainly from the deci-
sion of Memphis Republican lead- position.
ers to make a full-fledged effort
to wean away some of the nor-
mally loyal Democratic (Adminis-
tration) vote.
That stout loyalty proved to be
puzzle number one when the heav-
ily Negro polling place gave
Negro candidate James T. Walk-
For it is certain that Lt. Lee,
after his triumphant August 2
campaign, will peg his fight to the
Eisenhower bandwagon and again
use the civil rights issue as his
fuel.
WHAT THEY MAY HARVEST
County Negro leaders, mostly
er but 11 votes but gifted Citizens 
Negroes, went along — for one
reason or another — with Citizens
for Progress Candidates an aver-I
for Progress on August 2, all of
whose candidates were pledged to
segregation stands.
Fruit of their efforts are expect-
ed to reach blooming stage in the
form of a flood of pro-segrega-
tion bills — like those that came
out of the Mississippi legislature
—in the next session.
Stewartville's second election
puzzle crops up in a review of the
returns from both heavily Negro
See LEE FIGHT, Page 2
age of better than 600.
PROMISES REAL FIGHT
Last week Lt. George W. Lee,
Old Guard Republican, promised a
real fight in the area for votes in
behalf of U. S. Congress candidate
Herbert Harper and three Negro
aspirants to the Tennessee legis-
lature.
If a real fight does develop it
could result in a political tiff that
would place certain Negro county
leaders in a rather embarrassing
411111
TENNESSEE Governor Frank
Clement, who delivered the
Democrats' keynote speech, in-
troduces Lenny Ross a n d
Gloria Lockerman to the huge
Nashville will get a plan of
school desegregation this Fall.
The plan, now under study by
an instru.ction committee headed
by Neil Wright, is to be presented
in interim form before the Nash-
ville school beard at its next meet-
ing on Sept. 3
The Nashville school board faces
a federal court lawsuit to desegre-
gate schools, and has told the court









2. Editor L. Alex Wilson
probes beneath surface
on recent develop-
ments in news, in col-
umn "For the Record," 4,
Page 3.
3. If you missed the top
feature on Universal
Life Insurance co.,
you'll find it on Page
9.






Murders and restrictions against voting were aired
before the platform committee of the Democratic National
convention last week as Gov. J. P. Coleman of Mississippi
answered "unfounded and baseless charges hurled at my
state."
Smoked out by earlier testimony
of Roy Wilkins, NAACP executive
secretary, and other civil rights
supporters, Gov. Coleman went on
to mention his state's "wolf-whis-
tle" killing and to compare inter-
racial murders with all Negro '
murders.
Gov. Coleman denied Wilkins',
testimony that a Negro who sought
to register to vote in Mississippi
had been asked how many bubbles
in a bar of soap or similar ques-
tions.
his explanation was that Missis-
sippi law requires that all such
questions and answers be in writ-
ing so that the voter applicant can
appeal.
On Wilkins' contention that some
22,000 Negro voter registrants in
Mississippi had been reduced to
9,000 by economic pressure a n d
other means, Gov. Coleman's ex-
planation was that just 9,000 of
the 22,000 had paid their poll tax.
"It was a very unfortunate oe-
curence, if it ever took place,"
Gov. Coleman said of the killing
of young Emmett Till, Chicago
teenager who was whisked from
his uncle's home in Money, Miss.,
and brutally murdered for whist-
ling at a white woman.
Gov. Coleman said Negroes vot-
ed in Mississippi from 1865 to IMO
until a "force bill" was proposed
in the senate and white residents
of the 'state "took the vote away
from the colored man."
He said the action ending Negro
See COLEMAN, Page 2
Gets Howard Scholarship
She lustWanted Chance,
Got It At Owen College
Miss Reather Maxine Stewart, who received her As-
sociate in Arts degree from S. A. Owen Junior college last
June, has been awarded a full-tuition scholarship by the
University-wide Scholarship committee of Howard univer-
sity, Washington, P. C. and will begin study there this
September.
Miss Stewart has been admitted
as a transfer student with advanc-
ed standing in the University's
College of Lihers1 Arta. She grad-
uated from Owen college with top
honors in a class of thirty one,
after earning her way with a com-
bination of scholarship assistance
and student work opportunities
provided by the college. National
recognition was given Miss Stew-
art last Spring when a piece of
her poetry submitted through the
Humanities Division of Owen col-
lege was accepted for publication
in the National Anthology of Col-
lege Poetry.
MILL ALWAYS BE GRATEFUL'
In commenting upon the schol-
arship offers made to her by in-
See SCHOLARSHIPS, Page! MISS R. M. STEWART
Amphitheatre audience. Lenny
and Gloria participated in a
question and answer gimmick
designed to show that the
Democratic party was t h e
"right party :or the people."
Lenny recently won fame and
fortune on the television show
"Big Surprise" while Worts
took down cash MAP deloataif
from appearances on "764,1100
Question- and "S64,000 Chat
Lenge". Defender staff photo
TRI-SITATE DEFENDER
10 SAT., AUG. 18, 1956
Delegates From D. C.
SILAS F. TAYLOR (2nd from left) of Boston, Mass., is snapped byphotographer with three members of the Washington, D. C. delegation.They are (from left) Ed Williams, Walter N. Tobuerer. and Belford B.Lawson. Defender staff photo.
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(Continued from page 1)
log Tuesday? afternoon by Chair-
man John MacCormack for consul-
tation on a point. When he emerg-,
aid, he declined to tell reporters
what had gone on. but he made
it plain that his group had em-
phasized that they were not willing
to accept a compromise.
Wilkins and Dawson held a brief
whispered conference in the corri-
dor of the Blackstone hotel where
the sessions are being held.
Harry Truman was taking a





Members of the cub-commit-
tee drafting the platform follow:
Grace 'Didion Okla.; Emma
Guffey Miller. Pa.; Gracie Pfost,
Idaho; John S. Battle, Va.;
Emanuel CAler. New York; J.
P. Coleman, Miss.; William L.
Dawson, Ill.; Paul Dever, Mass.;
Sam Ervin, Jr., N. C.; Theodore
Francis Green, R. I.; Brooks
Hays, Ark.; Vann H. Kennedy,
Texas: John .11oss, Calif.; Jos-
eph C. O'nlainsney, Wyo.; Jen-
nings Randolph, W. Va.
1111111111111111101111111MateinteNt1111111111118111111111111E
the delicate business of wording
the civil rights plank.
The former President conferred
at length with Sen. Lyndon John-
son of Texas and Rep. MacCor-
mark yesterday afternoon.
An unconfirmed rumor spread
that UAW President Walter Reuth-
er had delivered an ultimatum
that the Democratic party would
risk losing the support of organ-
ized labor if it did not come up
with a strong civil rights plank
including reference to the Supreme
Court decision. 1 11111111111811111i11111111111111111011111111111101111111,1;111111111111MIMIIIIIMMIMMINIMMIMIM111111111111111111111111111
Both Reuther and George Mean- I
ey, president of the AFL-CIO, tes- ashville one grade at a time.tified before the platform commit-
tee last week urging direct refer- I we are not now prepared toto the Supreme Court decini• (Continued From Page 1) duce integration generally."    ipssion in the wording of the plank. ;
Since his Feb 11 condemnation1 it will present a plan of desegre-Gov. John Batle of Virginia, a (Continued From Page 1),gation when the case comes up of segregation, Archbishop Rum-bitter foe of desegregation and a
this Fall. mel has had to deal with loud op- stitutions of higher learning, Missmember of the platform commit- position from members of hisTwo members of t h e school Stewart said, "I will always be!tee, came out of the conference church and from outside groups
Whiteroom z Council. 
 grateful to S. A. Owen Junior col- 1lookingv and tight-lip- Board, 0. B. Hofstetter and Coy- 
lege which two years ago gave meped. ness Ennis, Negro, criticized the 
committee for its delay and said the one and only chance to begin. •
Editorial
Fred Valentine, Sports
Hero, Gets A Real Break
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
(See photo inside)
He always wanted to be a professional baseball play-
er...ever. since he used to play ball on Memphis sandlots
and for schoolboy teams in the city.
Today he has his chance. Three weeks ago he signed
with the Baltimore Orioles. Monday he left for the Oriole
farm team at Vancouver, B. C.
All over the nation various
sports pages carried this unpreten-
tious story: "The Baltimore Ori-
oles have signed 21-year old Fred
Valentine to a Vancouver, B. C.
contract, it was announced by
Farm Director Jim McLaughlin.
McLaughlin said that Valentine
will be reassigned somewhere in
the Birds' farm system within the
next few days.
The young outfielder from Mem-
phis, Tenn., impressed Manager
Paul Richards and his aides here
recently as he clouted balls out
of Baltimore's huge Memorial Sta-
dium at a steady clip. (He
knocked 10 home runs on that try-
out stint in Baltimore)."
FRED VALENTINE
mentary school. They remember
the flush of pride they had when
he was selected as the city's best
centerfielder as he played semi-
pro ball with the Foote Home
Beavers.
MISS ROBERTA CHURCH and
her aunt, Miss Annette Church
of Washington, D. C., were the
houseguests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. II. Hayes, jr., of 1329 South
Parkway East, during their re-
cent week's visit in Memphis,
their former home. Miss Ro•
berta Church, daughter of the
late Hon. Robert Church, is
the Minority Groups Consult-
ant with the Labor Depart-
ment's Bureau of Employment
Security. Seen left to right are
Mrs. T. H. Hayes, jr., Miss
Roberta Church and Miss An-
nette Church. The Misses
Church were the recipients of
many social courtesies during
their visit. (Newsom Photo.)
Lee Fight
(Continued From Page 1)
DIDN'T STOP HIM
Memory takes them back to Val- 
votin; places and predominantly
entine as the nation's most prom- 
white polling places where Citizens
'Valentine was signed by Jim ising Negro collegiate quarter- 
for Progress rolled up heavy to-
Russo. the Orioles' Ohio-Indiana- back, with the Mid-West and co- 
tals.
Kentucky - Tennessee scout. Rus- national championship Tennessee
so recently signed Ron Moeller, State Tigers football team. There
outstanding Cincinnati, Ohio right- was a sign of regret when he
hander to a Baltimore Oriole con- came home with a broken should-
er as the result of a football tilt.
But all felt Fred Valentine would
come back strong. He was a physi-
cal education and health major at
the Nashvllle institution.
No one was surprised when
news leaked back that Valentine
was playing outfield for the Nash-
ville Elite Giants and hitting the
"Valentine, who stands 6-feet, 1
Inch and weighs 190 pounds, is
currently attending Tennessee A &
I State university at Nashville. In
his first two years at college, he
hit .310 and .325. He also played
football there.
"Although born in Clarksdale,
Miss., Valentine moved to Mem-
phis at an early age. He played
semi-pro baseball there and in
1953 was named to the city's All-
Star team.
e rem
greeted him. "I wish I could pass
committee ''to bestir itself" and rrestethe board should instruct and my collegc. education. I am veryon this job of serving on a plat-
(Continued from Page 1)
in 1951; director for mutual security, 1951-'53; NRA
official in 1953; Lend Lease administrator in London
1941-43 nad ambsasador to Russia. 1943-'46.
Furthermore, the youthful-looking, 64-year-old
statesman is worth $50 million.
Of prime significance is Mr. Harriman's position
on civil rights. He has made clear that he is a foe of
the various breeds of 'moderation.' Recently he declar-
ed that it is time we found out "whether we are to
have a liberal party or whether moderation is the
spirit of the times."
Mr. Stevenson, on the other hand, won promin-
ence primarily on his commendable performance of
duty as governor of Illinois. his humane and profound
philosophy of life and his outstanding eloquence as a
public speaker.
In recent months he has gradually become accep-
table (by necessity) to the reactionary portion of the
white South because of his reversal of previous po-
sition to 'moderation' on civil rights.
The wisdom of Mr. Truman's decision to endorse
Mr. Harriman, therefore, is readily evident to those
who will look at the facts objectively. He wants a can-
didate who is eminently qualified, one who is of simi-lar stature in world affairs as tested and proven
President Eisenhower, and a candidate who has not
spun like a weathervane in the crisis over civil rights.
Firey and sagacious Truman understands that if his
party is ever to get back in power again a greater
degree of unity must be achieved over the moral, le-
gal and ethical issues that have split the Northern
and Southern Democrats. A well-supported, able and
forthright candidate may make significant progress
in that direction.
Meanwhile, it appears clear the Republicans can
count on quite a number of votes from Negro Demo-
crats provided President Eisenhower runs again, come
William Averell Harriman or Adlai Stevenson. until
Southern reactionaries have changed for the better
their concept of justice and fairplay to minorities.
That includes such approved spokesmen for the South
as Gov. Coleman of Mississippi; Senator Eastland of
Mississippi, Gov. Timmerman jr.. of South Carolina,
and Senator Ervin of North Carolina.
tion. But everyone was mighty
happy to learn that the majors
have beckoned for him thru Balti-
more, and that after his gradua-
tion from college, pending h i
gram, sponsored by the East Trigg
Avenue Baptist church, of 1189 E.
Trigg ave., will be held Sunday,
Aug. 19„ beginning at 8:30 p.m.
Rev. W. H. Brewster, pastor of
the church, said that the purpose
of the program is to give recog-
nition monthly to a citizen who
has made or is making worthy
contributions to the community.
pleased that my training a Among those who will partici-
pate on the program Sunday, Aug.Oen has given me recognitioncome up with a recommendation.form committee."
(Continued From Page 1) and further opportunity for ad. 19, will he L. Alex Wilson, editorNext to emerge from the room ; Dr. Hugh Morgan, vice president
of the Tri-State Defender.was Mississippi Gov. James P. of the Nashville Community Bela-
20, and the unidentified Negro who sity as well as some other institu-
' vanced study at Howard univer-
Coleman. He too wore a gloomy tions Conference, appeared before
did the cutting. He said White tions. With the realization that mylook on his face. the board to press for desegre-
ent home and got his shotgun higher education was made possi-TRUMAN TALKS gation this Fall.
and fired as he returned to the He through God and the friendsMeanwhile it was reported that Meanwhile, in New Orleans, it
with the urging of President Tru. was announced that Archbishop 
scene and that pellets struck the of Owen college I shall ever work
Smiths as they stood in front of and pray that .ny life will be anman, the plank would contain this Joseph Francis Rummel, who has 
a friend's,  home, expression of endless gratitude.",reference to the court: declared segregation "morally
The other three were jailed , Miss Stewart k the daughter"The Supreme Court decision is! wrong and sinful," would permit
when they, part of a group of of Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart ofthe law of the land and it must segregation in the Catholic schools
around 100 that gathered, refused' Burlison, in Tipton county, Tenn.be obeyed." of the New Orleans Archdiocese
to disperse when so ordered.at least one more year.This is not as strong language
as Wilkins and labor want, but it Church goers were promised '
that intregation. when it came,represents a definite retreat from
would be moderate and gradual,the adamant stand of the South
which has insisted that there be no affecting the elementary schools
mention of the words "Supreme
Court."
MINORITY REPORT
A minority report was being
readied to carry to the floor this
evening in anticipation of the
awaited showdown fight over civil
rights. Presiding will be House
Speaker Sam Rayburn who could ,
be the key eetting (ha r000rt
heard.
Thia morning tile 11.114 committee ,
is scheduled to meet at the Conrad
Hilton to hear the report df the
drafting committee and to pass
upon it.
Upon their vote depends whether
the report will be read to the full
convention for approval this eve-
ning. Congressman William L.
Dawson is scheduled to make a
major speech before the report is
read.
Seventy-Six (76) Years of Pioneering Christian Education
BISHOP COLLEGE
MARSHALL, TEXAS
• A progressive accredited Christian college with a functional pi
gram, the personal touch, and the university mind.
• Offering courses in the Liberal Arts and Siences, pre-professional
training in Music, Law, medicine, ReligiQn and Teacher Edu
cation.
• Confers the Bachelor of Arts and
the Bachelor of Science degrees
REGISTRATION FOR FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
Monday, September 10, 1956
Direct Inquiries To
M. K. CURRY, JR., President
 intro-
Archbishop Rummel said, "Cer-
"The Citizen of the Month" pro-, tain difficulties still remain and 
Scholars
h• down on five-year-old Evelyn T.
Cole, of 2324 Brookins last week
when she darted from behind a
parked car last week.
Evelyn was felled by a truck
driven by Jessie J. Chapman, 50,
a laborer of 1659 Trezev ant.
The little victim died of a crush-
ed skull. The mishap occurred on
Carnes near Grand.
Persons who witnessed the acci-
dent said that Chapman was not
exceeding the speed limit and
could not have avoided the mis-
hap.
tract."
That's the story which was sent
out over the nation. . .but to folk
here in Memphis there's more to
it than that. Between the lines
Memphians can see the figure of
young Fred Valentine as a fine
boy growing up in the community.
He was a Boy Scout and a regu-
lar youth member of the N e w ball at .520 in semi-pro competi-
Salem Baptist church, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Valentine, of
489 Brooks Rd.
They remember when he w a s
Booker T. Washington If I g It
School's first string quarterback in, showing this season, Valentine will
his senior year, and when he was be right up there with the b i g
a good student at LaRose Ele- boys.
Coleman
(Continued From Page 1)
voting was upheld by a Supreme
Court decision in 1903.
POSSIBLE SOLUTION??
Goy. Coleman said Mississippi
has lost 500,000 of its Negro popu-
lation since 1900 and an equal
number of Negroes have moved
to Chicago. He said experts pre-
dict that in a number of years
the whites will outnumber the Ne-
gores in Mississippi "three to
one."
He did not say whether Missis-
sippi would be ready to ease up
on its strict racial lines when this
ratio is reached.
Dr. Harvey
(Continued From Page 1)
years he has been editor-in-chief
of the National Baptist Conven-
tion's Sunday School Publishing
Board with offices here.
CITED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
Widely known for his interest in
civic as well as religious affairs,
Dr. Harvey hold membership in
numerous professional and learn-
ed organizations. He was active in
the local ministerial alliance, Al-
pha Phi Alpha fraternity, and the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People.
Among his honors, the Monrov-
ia College and Industrial Institute
of Liberia, West Africa, conferredGov. Coleman told the platform the doctor of education degreecommittee aboot the killings Mis- upon him; last Spring the Nash-sissippi had in 1954. He said six third voted.vile Chapter of the National Coun. Negroes were killed by white men, ell of Negro Women cited him for Another, 29-2. with 1,650 regis-eight white men were killed by his outstanding contributions in tered, 1,514 of whom are Negroes,Negroes and "183 Negroes were Biblical literature. Bertucci got 38, Walker 145, andkilled by other Negroes." Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Bradford 193. So less than one-
"Ever hear about that?" Gov. Alice L. Harvey; two sons, James third voted.
Coleman asked. "No, that does Eugene and Charles E. Harvey of itSo, seems the Stewartville
not build up the case kicking Nashville; a granddaughter, Jan-
around the South.- is Marie: two daughters-in-law,IDIDN'T CITE THESE 1 Mrs. Toni Bouyer Harvey a n d
In citing his Mississippi murder i;Mrs. Joann Webster Harvey; and
figures Gov. Coleman did not say! sister - in - law, Mrs. Dorothy M. them to get out and vote — es-
pecially the Negro citizen.anything about the penalties the !Lewis. iMississippi courts rendered in its! 
1954 murders, although he made!s
that some of them involved men
the point of bringing out the fact' Citizen of month
of both races. ,
platform committee. Program 
SundaypGov. Coleman drew a round ofapplause from the Democratic 
They indicate that not only did
Stewartville have Negro educators
plugging pro - segregation candi-
dates but that a significantly
higher ratio of Negro citizens
there found it desirable — or ad-
visable — to get out and vote.
Overall, only about 30 percent of
the registered voters went to the
polls.
In Stewartville, 1,426 citizens are
registered, 773 of them, slightly
more than half, being Negro.
Estimates are that close to 750
votes were cast there. This is more
than one-half the potential vote.
Most of these votes were cast
by Negroes.
Elton Whisenhunt, Press - Sci-
mitar staff writer, who spent much
of the day at Stewartville, esti-
mates that 70 percent of t h e
around 750 votes were cast by Ne-
groes.
K OF PULLING
Further breaking down these
figures indicates that there would
have been 525 Negro votes; 224
white votes.
It is definitely puzzling to try
to understand why 525 Negro vot-
ers (out of a total 773) went out
to vote.
One thing is positive. No where
else, county-wide or race-wise,
was there a similarly heavy vote
in precincts of comparable size.
Take 43-3. Of the 1,527 register-
ed, only two are white. James T.
Walker got 477 votes there, Jack
Bertucci, CP, 29, and William
Br a df or d, Republican, 57. So.
slightly better than one-third pos-
sibly voted.
In 44-1 where 1,861 are register-
ed and just three are Negroes (a
heavy CP precinct) 424 voted for
Bertucci, 20 for Walker, 13 for
Bradford. So possibly around one-
leaders not only are able to get
the voters to support certain can-
didates but have hit upon some
sure-fire method of persuading
Child Crushed
Under Truck
Sudden crushing death under
the wheels of a truck swooped
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Urge 4-H'ers To
Develop Skills
WASHINGTON — "The Negro
problem in America is largely eco-
nomic," said Dr. Lawrence A.
Davis, president of Arkansas A.
M. & N. college, Pine Bluff, in
an address before the ninth annu-
al Regional 4-H Club Camp at
Howard university, Aug. 6-13.
"We must develop skills and
abilities to earn more money and
render larger service, if we are
to share fully in the cultural, eco-
nomic and social life of our coun-
try," he added, calling this a chal-
lenge to the nation's 350,000 col-
ored 4-Hers as well as to the
other youth of the race.
Continuing, Dr. Davis said the
land-grant colleges can help pro-
vide the training, as well as to
fill in the cultural gap which re-
sults from the cultural isolation,
poverty and general disadvantag-
es suffered by the Negro.
This lag shows up in all stan-
dardized tests, he said.
CITES WAYS TO HELP
Emphasizing the work of the
land-grant colleges, he listed !the
needs they could help meet.
These include, he said, contri-
buting to community improv-
ment, finding better and more ef-
ficient ways of doing things, pre-
paring their students to earn more
sound and wholesome values, and
helping them to understand the
challenge of the dynamic society
'in which they live.
Another educator, Miss Nannie
H. Burroughs, president of the
National Trade and Professional
School for Women, here, address-
led the 4-IFers. "Never mind the
mountains," she declared, "nev-
er mind the struggle; it takes
that to bring out the best that is
in us."
The 16 delegates and extension
leaders from 17 southern states Ai
spent the afternoon at Mount Ver-
non where they placed a wreath
at the tomb of George and Martha
Washington.
Thursday's speakers were Dr.
Flemmie P. Kittrell, dean of home
economics at Howard; Miss Em-
mie Nelson, field representative
of the National Committee on
Boys and Girls Club Work;. and
, Frank Teuton and Miss Jewell
Fessenden of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
Winifred L. Murray,
'UL Secretary Of Years
NEW YORK — Winifred L. Mur-
ray, administrative secretary of
the Urban League of Greater New
York, has been choseii "Urban
League Secretary of time Year."
The announcement was made by ik
Edward S. Lewis, executive di- N.
rector of the League.
Life it- a Dream
in a Well-
Telephoned Home
The Right Phones.. .In The Right Plcces'...
In The Right Colors
A dream, indeed, with phones in rooms where you
live, work, sleep and play. Phones in attractive
decorator colors to blend or contrast with room
color schemes. Phones with spring cords, and dials
that light up in the dark.
You simply must see these wonderful new tele-
phone conveniences and what they'll do for your
home. See them on display at our Business Mice.
Dr call for suggestions to make yours a well.




is a plain and simple lie.
The effort used to hang onto
the entrenched evil of segrega- such Eastland like albatrosses—
FOR THE
IVARECORD
Impressive AME Youth Program
The African Methodist Episco-; Of course, enlightened leader-
goal church is attempting to pre-1 ship and practical training for
pare young people of the denom- constituents of the church are, not.
ination for the RIGHT PATH of foreign to the AME. It has been
life, rather than prepare the path evident since the great founder
Id youth. — Richard Allen — a man with
apparent evidence of that was a broad and practical concept of
the 13th Episcopal District's Christianity, established the de-
Aggith and Missionary convention nomination. It is encouraging to
• It last week at Clayborn Tern- note that the torch he lit is still'
p AME church. Messages burning brightly.
brought by young people on pro- And it is our hope that the sot-
gram last Tuesday reflected an id, experienced leadership af the
• avalireness of spiritual and mater- church will not condone any de-
ist values of life. The overall viation to compromise in o u r
pregram left an impression of struggle to obtain complete eman-
qualified leadership and organize- cipation for our citizens of tornor-
t row — our children. Already re-
Versatile Rev. William L. Bell, ports are coming to my desk of
pastor of Clayborn Temple, the a recently elected AME bishop
fkoiith supervisors, and other who is advocating a "do-nothing"
BEAUTIFUL LAWN PARTY
fetes Lewis Williams' birthday
— The lovely lawns of the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Williams of 071 Rayner. seas
the scene of the outstanding
birthday party given by Mrs.
Williams in honor of her bus.
band's birthday. Some ot the
approximately 50 guests as-
sembled made this charming
convivial group. I.eft to right:
Mm's Audrey Ea ans, the hon•
oree. Lewis Williams; m r s.
Lewis Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Campbell, Miss Ma.
rim' Edge and Mt. and Mrs.
Gerald Eanion. (Hooks Photo)
Bishops Of
program, are to be commended Court.
eaders who helped to shape the policy about edicts of the Supreme AmE Church
Matter Of Furnishing Rope For Hanging
''he nomination of Gov. Fau- I give him support; that it was a Issue Plea
buC and the credit Negroes take matter of good principle to deny
for: helping in his nomination,' him same: and that if "a man
prat beyond a doubt, that white- is condemned to hang, it would,
peOple can use Negroes in any be foolish for him to furnish the!
manner that is convenient' to them rope."
.even to the point of enslaving That makes sense if we are,
them." going to hew to the line in ethics .
The above quotation is from an and the principle we are pro-
Arkansas State Press editorial en- claiming.
titled: ".fr. Faubus Was Right Thus we come to the primary
...We Were Wrong. . .We Apolo• purpose of commenting on this
size," published in the Aug. 10 item. Negro defection to anti -
edition. groups in the Tri-State area is
You will recall that Gov. Or- not peculiar, therefore, to Mem-
val Faubus eampaigned, along phis and Shelby county. Before
with several other candidates, for Aug. 2, we had the spectacle of
election (he re-election) on a pro- county leaders openly supporting
segregation ticket. the Citizens For Progress, whose '
be likened to a weather vane. He
swings with the wind. However,
on the basis of reports from re-
liable sources, he would have been
defeated if he hadn't joined the
pro-seg bandwagon.
The State Press contends that
I ternational waterway. that its op-
Gov. Faubus belongs to that CP found their weaknesses 
and I log 
an interim period and for theto make the prayer of Jesus 1 eration and control is subject to ,
I Come true: 'Thy kingdom come, 
States to deal wth the matter. 1
treaties, anti said he believes in
. .
breed of moderates which may exploited them. He said thkt since 1896 the South
If we are going to develop more ThY has abided by what it thought was 1 the sanctity of treaties.
will be done on earth.' "
solidarity on issues involving the He said he believes 'that see-
the law f 
the land with 
; , ond thoughts on the part of all
be done: Ascertain where respon-
welfare of the Negro this must s
will prevail and that a solution
aration of schools, and that what
Speakers From is now needed is education to , will be reached without war.
sible Negro leadership here stands bring about the change.
. Eisenhower refused to say that 
Asked if the U. S. will he a
on the issue of civil rights. Too v
he wanted a civil rights plank in
the GOP platform specifically en-
many are playing with finesse the anous Areas
Negro leaders did not have to role of Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde.
grass-roots ori.anization. It is
_function year-round, rather than
jug a few weeks before an elec-
. tibn. That makes sense to this
c 0 ed. '
itoesention here recently. There 151 country a much safer p 1 a
--tprdly a more effective way to against the known enemy — 
The Alphas, with President
tell the rest of the world that the Communism.
t It's unfortunate that et v clearing • '  all move , warned that "the ideals of this a question from a reporter who
"Yjghts has to be kicked about so, 
thing. Then we could nation can never be realized tin- told the President that various in-
' forward, in keeping with t h e' terpretations had been placed on.Ztrne every national political con- I , , tit discrimination has disappear-1Atomic age — making this ,
MM.
Ike Refuses To Take Stand
On GOP Civil Rights Plank
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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'Love Drive' Honors To
Bishop Patterson, Wife
stye( .1 Defender) --- And Full Of The Holy Ghost".
Music was furnished by the jun-
The members of Pentecostal .ior choir and Elder T. E. Ray
w„ m„ter of ceremonies.Temple dl'e happy to honor their
pastor, Bishop J. 0. Patterson,
and his family with a "L o v e
Drive." They have served altru-
istically for 15 years. During that
time God has given him visions
how to lead His people an at
the same time build a temple.
Pentecostal Temple is one 01
America':4 largest and most beau-
tiful sanctuaries. Mrs. J. 0. Pat
I
terson is dean of music and di
reetress of the choir.
1 Each auxiliary had a night to
honor them. Wednesday night V4'3•
'Sunday School and Bible Band
1night. remarks %% ere made by the
, following teachers; Mrs. Rosie
WASHINGTON — The W h it e the remarks he made last week Ite said he believed that when
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — The House does not intend to take a i on the v ice presidential contro-
bishops council of the AME hand in the enforcement of theiversy. 
one party had been in power for
1
church, meeting here, has called Supreme Court decision outlawing ' Mr. Eisenhower replied 
that if , 2° 
years many abuses would nat•
on Americans to ''help promote racial segregation in public he didn't make himse
lf clear last 
‘IiraasIlivi•egiqritiz. iqi and that a change
the ideal of one country, ind i yi,i. , schools. 
,%%eek on that question as well
ble. with liberty and justice for. This the President made plain 
as his own health, he would never
last week at his news conterence he able to do so.all ''
In a statement addressed "to the 
at which he expressed himself on NEW CHEXKUP feated his school construction
country." the bishops said: 
a verity of subjects including the Ile then said that at the appro- hill. Ile said that Republicans in
''We believe it is our impera-1 ill-fated school construction bill her election — he will have anoth- 
the House voted against the meas-
live duty as good citizens to up- l and the forthcoming 601) conceit. ,er complete pits sical and medical "I•e 
only after Democratic. coin-
hold the law, and particularly I lion. 
i , mittees had remover! the main
when it has been interpreted by 
i exAantir :iittlonad,14.
1 01.1) FIRE BACK 41, if at any 
time , administration provisions.
the Supreme Court of the nation 1
'Abstain from violence, pool President Eisenhower's 
fuiris•c.isthaodulyetnisi.•:•iienn.;cfartolornr 1 bl1::i iti se(1.1se vile: himselftu  i   ____n"lh fite   IN.---i ii 
go
i
your interests wherever possible, these past 11 months, zipped forth before hit' American peo
ple and 1
0 Prior to and during the cam-
paign the governor had said that different from that of Arkansas
,'
main issue was not one whit
alliance with the hest law-abiding ference which he dominated like 1telll'hlt•ill'irnessidoent
send your children to school, make .during the rapid-fire press eon' tell
he will go to '
elements. and trust God. Pray un- a five-star general in full battle • San Francisco on the la
st day of
"Flighty-five percent of the peo-' candidates for the governor's of- ccasingly." . array. , the Iteptiblican convention and will
pie in Arkansas wanted segrega- fice. remain in the general %Vest Coast
tion." According to the S t a t e The Negro leaders supporte
d On the world situation, the bish-, his color was excellent, and his 1
returning v igor contrasted sharp- area tur the lollooing three or
Press, "big-wig" Negro leaders of Gov. Faubus because they ha
d ops said they are "not diseourag-
with his frail and weak ap- four 
days.
the. state supported him because no better choice. That 
was not ed by the slow progress of Chris- 1Y
pearance at last meek's confer- lie 
said he then will return In
he livaa the "lesser of the evils" true with leaders and ordinary 
vot- tian ideals; for there is progress." Washington and has no other va-
_ meaning that to them he was ers who ba•:ked CP in Memphis 
"But." they added, "the slow ence• cation plans for this year.Referring to the Supreme Court
better than the other pro-segre- , and Shelby ocounty. They 
had a Peace should awaken every Chris-, The President emphasized his 
'
tian to take a larger interest and decision, he said the court, in its
gation candidates for the goy- broad range of qualified 
candidates'
, to spend a greater energy in help- dec
ision, had wisely allowed for ! belief that the Suez Canal is an in.
erases office. from which to 
select.
3. Ile took issue with Democrat-
ic critics who charged that Re-
I publicans in Congress had de-
participant if war should come
over the Suez crisis, the Presi-
dent said he would not comment
•Before Alphas_ dorsing the Supreme Court deciss , that far ahead.ion outlawing racial segregation'Plan Of Local Democrats Make Sense , I The President made these points, in public schools.
-It's the duty of every govern- He noted: 'Everybody knows I
' on other subjects;
Local Negro Democrats a r • worth, one 
has to work, work
1. Price rises resulting from the
with a sound plan and work hard. ment which derives its powers am sworn to uphold the Constitu-1
making plans to develop a strong steel strike settlement are a "dan-
• • • 
Negro Democrats have got to win. from the consent of the people lion of the U. S. That is my
more support from their own pen. 1 to protect civil rights," Atty. Ar- job "
pip and gain sufficient power to thur D. Shores, of Birmingham, SNUBS STASSEN ISSUE
hurdle barriers of the white or- told delegates to the 50th anni- The President said lie doesn't 2. Ile decidt•d to run as the Re-
ganization. It is a worthy chat. ' versary convention of Alpha Phil intend to discuss again at a news publican presidential candidate in
t•rner. To gain anything of real lenge. ' Alpha fraternity, i'conference the question of the 1952, instead of accepting a Dem-
-• .• Atty. Shores, who defended Mrs. Stassen Nixon controversy or his ocratie party bid to be its candi-
Proving It's Plain And Simple Lie Autherine Lucy Foster in her tilt own health, date, because he believed that a
- . . _ d f ti LOW with the University of Alabama,' His remark was touched off by change was needed and that if a
Republican administration w e r e
elected, the nation could get a
"clean-cut type of cleaning up."
. Frank. L. Stanley, of Louisville,
assertion of excellent race rela- , Many voters are eyeing the Dem 
presiding, were meeting in Hotel
tons in this democracy of ours, ocrats with suspicion. It's difficult 
, Stetter in Buffalo, N. Y.
In a later session Mrs. Auther-
ine Lucy Foster told 1,500 Alpha
delegates, "I didn't go to Ala-
'ton could be better employed in, strong or weak civil rights plank, 
bama university to die, but any-
 one who is afraid to die doesn't
deserve to live."
She affirmed her confidence in
America and the principles that
have made America great.
"MOTHER" HONORED
Another feature on the program
was Mrs. Anna E. Singleton, the
-Mother of Alpha Phi Alpha", in
whose home the fraternity came
into being in Ithaca, N. Y. 50
years ago. Mrs. Singleton receiv-
ed a standing ovation from the
crowded auditorium.
Dr. Phillip Davidson, president'
of the University of Louisville, in
an address before the fraternity's
anniversary session, credited four
factors with the absence of a sin-
gle racial incident in the college's
integration program:
They were: 1) The change in
Louisville to an industrial com-
munity: 2) The influx of new cit-
izens with new ideas; 3 An en-
lightened and helpful press, and
4) A cooperative mayor and city
government.
The college's 200 Negro students
participate fully in campus life.





Fields, left, sew president of
the Negro Junior Chamber of
Commerce, accepts the leader.
ship gavel from outgoing Jay•
for them to see how they will do
anything about civil rights with
cee president Charles Horton
during the Jaycees' installation
banquet last Tuesday night at
Tony's Inn.
ATTENTION
EXCELLENT SALES OPPORTUNITY EXCELLENT
• FULL OR PART TIME • 
EXPENSES PAID
• FREE HOSPITAL & 
SURGICAL INSURANCE
• PAID VACATION
• MANAGERIAL POSITIONS OPEN
• PERMANENT POSITION
• ABOVE AVERAGE INCOME
Apply in person between the hours of 3 and 
6 P. M.
daily and all day Saturday.
Galilee Memorial Gardens




ATLANTA — Georgia Atty. Gen., lain investigative features could
Eugene Cook has revealed that, be salvaged.
new pressures are being prepared Although Cook admitted that the
to try to run the NAACP out of: action he proposes could be ap-
the state, I plied to all corporations, he plans
Cook told a news conference that to use the monly agaitict the NA-
he has asked members of the gen. ACP.
eral assembly to adopt proposed He also said that the present of-
laws which would subject t h e fensive is only the first in a series
NAACP to heavy taxes and pos- of acts designed to run the organi-
sible criminal prosecution, zation out of Georgia.
He admitted that his Main pur-
pose is to gst the membersh::, I. ft B •
rolls of the organization. Cool. e Batescited the fact that other Southern
states such as Alabama, Flondi
and Louisiana already have aCCC"
to NAACP membership lists TrocaderoAt 
The attorney general said he
would make himself general coun• Lefty Bates, one of the stroll's
sel of a legislative investigation to very popular musicians is the at-
determine three main points: traction at Banks' Trocadero
I. Whether barratry, or solicita- lounge, 4719 Indiana currently,
lion of legal cases, is being prac-
ticed.
2. Whether the NAACP should





state's Subversive Activities a c
•3. Whether amendments to the
should be amended. The famous Ravens, one of thel
Cook said he was "not sure great singing groups are in charge!
For Washington been soliciting cases, but with this
7 
I could find out." He also explain-
Arabic Temple No. 44, 11 East ed that although the subversive
47th St.. of the Shnners will. control act had been struck down There are about seven million
leave Saturday. Aug. 18, f o
Washington for annual r- 1 by 
the U.S. Supreme Court, eel-- farm dwellingii in the U. S.
conven
tion. Approximately 400 will be
in group.
Special train carrying Arabic
Temple hand of 44 pieces under
Capt. Walter Dyett; Drill patrol
of 0 men; Daughters of Isis will
accompany approximately 100. Po-
tentate is Benjamin A. Core, 9406
S. Rhodes ave.
Leaving from LaSalle st. sta-
tion at 3 p.m.. standard time.
Headquarters in Washington, Stet-
ter hotel. Convention runs from
August 14-25.
Trocadero, one of the much pa-
tronized spots along the stroll is
groovy from early evening until
the wee hours.
ger signal" threatening 'further in-
flation and he is watching the sit-
uation closely,
of entertainment chores at the!
popular Crown Propeller lounge,!
868 E. 63rd Street,
whether Thurgood Marshall has
Planning A Vacation?
YOU CAN SAVE ON LUGGAGE AT
GAYOSO TRUNK & BAG CO.
77 MADISON AVENUE




The "Love Drive" ended Aug.
15 and the great Salvation and
Healing campaign will commence
Aug. 19. under the Tent Cathedral
on the corner of Crump blvd.. and
Wellington st. They invite thcir
many friends to come and receive
tiles.ings from God.
Williamson, Mrs. U. Thomas and
Miss Cora Lawrence, after which
'the message of the evening was
hi-might fort h hy the superinten-
dent, Fluter W. I. Porter. His sub-




WI.OK introduced its new Pro-
gram, "Meet The Leader" last
Sunday at • 30 pin, William
Owen. the newly appointed super-
intendent of the George W. Lee
post office, appeared on the pro.
gram as its guest.
Mr. Owen was accompanied by
his eh:inning wife. Mrs. Addle
Owen. 'Meet The Leader" is a
program designed to pay tribute
to the successful person of the
community. who, through their
endeavor, has contributed to the
success, welfare and growth Of
the community.
"Meet The Leader•• traces the
history background of each per-
son oho shall appear on the pro-
gram each Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
This program deserves your at-
tention and listening audience.
Tune in to ‘1.1.0K — IISO on the
dial each Sunday afternoon at
,:to p.m for the highly interest-





Joyce Elaine McAlister. Atlanta. a wiener a MerCasnetticolloasesioerofletethreatry Caatest
THE MOST NOURISHING fORM Of ME
you can feed your baby is Carnation
...the safest and most digestible, too.
It's the "healthy baby" milk every
doctor knows. In fact, all over Amer-
ica, 8 out of 10 mothers who feed a
Carnat1on format* sar 'My doctor
recommended it." If you have a new
baby at your house, ask your own
doctor about Carnation—America's
"healthy baby" milk that will help





gives you smooth results every
time. .in every recipe that
calls for milk.
CREAMY-RICH CarnatIon
"creams" coffee, f ruits and
cereals to perfection. Carnation
is the rich milk that whips,
















SAT., AUG. 18, 1956
akinSOO TOLD A  , A
DESCENDANT OF THE
GENERATiONS OF 5HEk1,10
LEAVE His KINDRED AND
Go 71, A PRoMISED LAND.
- we'
.. ,„..., _
..,--, ....,-•---„,..../.4 - . v. ......,„,, .....
• f e at. 11.!.7 ..---__-.7---._____..,„-----
..0 f a..
.••••• *. I ' 1----:----:---
-
IN THE PROMISED LAND AISZAN4
DIVIDED THE LAND WITH HIS
NEPHEW, LAT. LOT 005E THE.
vALLEY LAND ANO LEFT
THE HILL COUNTRY TO HIS UNCLE
MOM.
[
8..T THE PEOPLE WERE WICKED
WHERE LOT CHOSE TO Un- ME
KINGS WOE %OS IAND_LOTI011.






MILK and ICE CREAM
•MMIL
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
A program benefiting the forth-
coming Woman's Day observation
at Bethlehem Baptist church will
be held Sunday. at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. E. L. Blair of Jerusalem
Baptist Church will be the guest
speaker. Mrs. Estelle Archabale
is the sponsor.
B. H. Holman will conduct the
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. At
11 a.m., the morning worship will
begin. The pastor. Reverend J. R.
Bibbs, will officiate.
The Baptist Training Union con-
Venes at 6:30 p.m. under the di-
rection of James Peoples.
The Bethlehem Baptist congre-
gation invites the public to wor-
ship with them.
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
At Columbus Baptist church,
Sunday, services will be regular.
P. Bumpus will conduct the Sun-
• school at 9'30 a.m. A set.-
1M011- —will be delivered at 12 noon
by the pastor, Rev. A. E. Camp-
bell. Combined choirs will furnish
the music.
Mrs. L. M. Ewelles will direct
the Baptist Training Union at
6:30 p.m. Divine worship is set
for 8 p.m.
NEW TYLER AME
New Tyler AME church will be
host to the St. James AME church,
Sunday, at 3 p.m. The pastor of
St. James, Rev. H. McDonald Nel-
son, will deliver the message.
St. James' choirs will render mu-
sic for the occasion.
• At 9:30 a.m.. the Sunday school
will be held. Prof. Isiah Goodrich.
jr. and Mrs. Alma Bowen will
be in charge. The pastor. Rev.
H. W. Henning, will preside dur-
ing the morning worship at 11
a.m. The senior choir and junior
choir will provide the music.
Commencing at 5:30 p. m.. will
be the ACE League. Miss I. Flow-
ers is president.
Evening service will be held
at 7:30.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
, Furnishing the mtvic for morn
ing worship at St. Jude Bat:nisi .
Churc h, Sunday, will be the
male chorus. An inspiring sermon
by the pastor, Rev. W. H. Mosby,
will he heard at this time also.
Sunday school commences at
9:15 a.m. William H. Davis is
the superintendent.
• At 6:30 p.m., the Baptist Train.
ing Union will be held. Mrs. Eas-
ter Charles is supervisor. •
Evening service will be held
at 8.
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
The morning message at New
1-lope Baptist church. Sunday. will
St. Stephens Baptist lArmy Opens
Sets 19th Junior Day Door To Europe
be delivered by Rev. John L. The 19th Annual Junior Day
Payne. qbservance at .he St. Stephen Bap-
Sunday school under the super- tist church will be held Aug. 26
vision of Sam Marshall will be- throughout the day. Prof. Isaiah
gin at 9:30 a.m. •
J. C. Currie will be In charge
of the Baptist Training Union at
6 p.m. Evening service will be
held at 7:30.
Goodrich, principal of Ford Road
school, will be guest speaker at
3 p.m. He is superintendent of
the New Tyler church Sunday
School.The No. 1 choir of New Hope Sunday school opens at 9:15Baptist church thanks all choirs by inspirational singing by thefor their cooperation in the recent •junior choir; 11 a. m. regularChoir Rally,
worship, with the junior chorus'NT. JAMES AME 
and the pastor in charge; 6:30I The Floral club of St. James p.m., Baptist Training Union, andAME church will sponsor its An- 8 p.m., musical program.; nual Trip Around The World on Mrs. Ivory Felton Vessel], di-Friday, Aug. 31. The motorcade
I
I will leave the church at 8 p.m.
I It will stop three times. Refresh-
ments will be served at each stop.
The motorcade will finally come
1 to the end of its journey at the
I beautiful home of Mrs. Florence
' McPherson of 982 Leath at. Var-
ious games will be played and
refreshments will be served. Mrs.
McPherson is president of the Flo-
ral club.
I • William Jackson will conduct
the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. At
II a.m., the pastor, Rev. H. M.
" Nelson. will officiate. The senior
i choir and choir No. 11 will sing.
( The ACE League will be held
at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. Dora Whitson
will direct it.
Devotion and a sermon will
be held at 7:30 p.m:
" MT. MORIAll BAPTIST
The Mt. Moriah congregation
, will hold regular services Sunday.
P. J Nelson will start the day
with conduction of Sunday school
at 9:30 a. m. An enlightening ser-
mon by the pastor, Rev. R. W.
Norsworthy, will spotlight the
morning worship hour. Church
choirs will render music.
Baptist Training Union will be
held at 6:30 p.m. At 7:30, eve-
ning service will he held.
Dr., Mrs. Golden
Visit Mayo Again
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Golden.
of 1106 S. Orleans st., have taken
their annual check-up at the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn. This
was the eleventh time That they
have visited this famous clinic.
The Goldens left „Rochester for
Amery. Wisc., to spend several
weeks vacation in their summer
cottage on the Apple River Lake.
Their main pastime is fishing in
the beautiful waters of Apple
Lake.





Here is a top job for an Advertising
Salesman who wants greater earnings
and opportunity for the future.
We need capable and aggressive Salesmen
(or Salesomeni with experience and ability to
sell in the AdvertL-Ung field. An excellent opportun-
ity with an established firm. Wage progression
a n d merit increases. Bonnses. Must hate car.
Give lull details and experience in writing. Send
all replies to:
POST OFFICE BOX 5512
Chicago 80, Illinois
rectress; Ruby McCall, pianist;
Mrs. Amanda V. Roland, general
supervisor; Miss Willa Brach, co-
chairman; Mrs. Cleo P. Dooley,
finance supervisor chairman, and
Miss Essie Bunton, co-chairman.
Miss P. Chandler, program
chairman, and Horace Jackson, co-
chairman.
Miss Lizzie Patterson, decor-
ating chairman and Vedic, Mae
Foster, co-chairman.
Mrs. Lula Alexander,. publicity
chairman; Miss Rosalind Jones.
co-chairman, B. Rose Allen, mem-
ber.
Bev. 0. C. Crivens is church
minister.
1 As one "Faces Up To Life"
"there must be some point around
'which he moves. A center imper-
ative to everything.
Life is o designed that we must
have something as its c en te r.
Jesus was very mindful of this
; when He said, "Blessed are the
pure in heart, for they- shall see
, God." Blessed are those people
whose actions are In iv at ed
around or by pure hearts.
One of the drastic weaknesses
of our day is that many people
are concerned with cleaning up
and making pure everything but
their hearts. But life is so made
• up that if we are going to do
anything and do it right, it must
' be first conceived from a pure
heart. I know many things that
!have been conceived but conceiv-
ed under motives that are ques-
tionable and damaging and as the
result nothing has ever been real-
ized from them. Irrespective what
our final goals might be, we must
get off on the right foot.
HYPOCRITICAL DAY
As odd as it seems, we live In
hypocritical days. We see people
do things which at the moment
seem very noble and worthwhile
but after we talk with them a
while we find out that after all
the motives were not as high as
they were once thought to be.
, A man rushes into a house en-
dangering his own welfare to save
an old lady who otherwise would
have perished in flames. Every-
one who sees him sings his prais-
es. But after talking with him we
found out that he had all the
angles figured out before he went
into the house, and it was more
a matter of praise and glory he
was seeking than saving the life.
of the old lady.
A noted doctor exposes himself
to a dreaded disease and is able
to come out and prepare a toxin
for the benefit of millions. -.With-
er man subjects himself to being
called a fool or crazy because he
felt that he had something the
%%odd needed. Untold millions of '
men give of their blood, sweat and
tears because they feel that what
they hold in their hands is worth
dying for. But they all did just
that that life might be more mean-
ingful to you and me.
With all of this going on. ins'
where do we fit into the overall
picture
We fit into the picture in that
we as humans have a duty, not
only to ourselves. hut also to God.
o n 1 y we can do in light of the
hest that is in us.
LIMITED IN THOUGHT
Alter all. what is meant hy this
thing. 'Pure in heart' it means
VISIT THE SOUTH'S ONLY NEGRO OWNED











Sodden & Company Tailors, Inc.
582 Vance Avenue - Memphis, Tennessee
CALL US FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION — BUDGET TERMS
A. 7-5425 — JA. 5-9508
now in a position to help some-
one else to solve his.
But I believe it goes even fur-
ther than that. It carries along
,with it the connotation that what
, ever we do we should do it with
i t h e spirit of G o d within our
'breasts. It is not a matter of
self-glorification, it is not a mat-
ter of doing something to be seen
or heard. In its truest sense it is
a matter of doing that we be-
lieve in our truest thinking to be
the highest in life. When we speak
lin terms of the 'Pure in Heart.
'se speak of those who behave ac
cordng to the highest life has to
offer on all occasions.
The pure in heart are motivat
ed to live life at its best on all
, occasions. I have always been
'highly impressed with the Scow
!oath which reads in part, "On
my honor I do my best." I feel
that this is in keeping with living
' a life motivated by a pure heart.
This same thought carries with it
!a certain restraint. I feel that
many people now living don't
, know that living the life of a
IChristian not only gives a person
the power or opportunity to do,
but also it gives them the oppor-
tunity not to do. The person with
the 'pure heart' can go only so
far. He is limited in thought, in
action, in behavior, and in all of
his mannerisms. There are just
'certain things not expected of a
'person once he establishes himself
,as being one of a pure heart.
When we face up to life and
see that when Jesus mentioned
'Blessed are the pure in heart,'
for they shall see God' He meant
that for all of us. He is saying
to all of us only in proportion that
we are able to think right will
we be in a position to see God.
Whether we see God or not is
largely predicated upon the con-
dition of our hearts. In the final
analysis, heaven is .going to be
filled with people of pure hearts
in accordance with the standards
of God.
Someone To Get
Car On Nov. 25
A 1936 Chevrolet will be given
away for the benefit of the B. I.
College Fund on Nov. 25, accord-
ing to Rev. Charles W. Guy. Rev.
C. Thomas Page is new president
of the institution.
The Baptist Alumni Association
of ?Memphis and Shelby county
just this. blessed is he who has 1, and Hernando, Miss. are sPon-
sok ed all of his problems and is ' sors.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
1c.. lurk, N. Y. ('pecial) —
For the first time science has
found a .new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
anoiher, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verjfled
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
improvement was maintained in
CRAP% where doctors' observations
were continued over • period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make queh a.tnniAhingstatemonts
SA "Piles have ceased to he a
problem!" And among these suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
1(1 to 2Q years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bin-
Dyne' ) --the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance Is
offered in suppository or ointment
form called Preparation H.' Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation It suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H is
sold at all drug stores. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
'P.., c P r.• rtrt
The Army opened the door to
EUROPE last week with the an-
nouncement they are accepting ala-
plication for enlistment of prior
servicemen for direct assignment
to the fiard Engineer Battalion in
Germany.
The assignment is limited to
those ex-servicemen ho have
pre\ iously serv ed with the Engi-
neers and who have not been dis-
charged from the Army for more
than' 12 months.




PRES. AND MRS. JAMES POLK
The remains of President Ja 4)Polk and his wife were remo, 
by Tennessee in 1893 from the
old Polk homestead to a place of
• honor located on Capitol hill in
. the city of Nashville.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.—Plans will be heard on Monday night,
have been completed for the 56th Aug. 27 at 8 p.m.
annual session of the Lott Carey The executive committee is
Baptist Foreign Mission conven-lscheduled to meet Tuesday morn-
lion, which meets here Aug. 28- ing and in the afternoon the an- ,
31, according to information from nual executive board meeting has
Dr. Wendell C. Sommerville, ex-
ecutive secretary.
, The First Baptist church, pas-
toted by Dr. David R. Cedgley,
land Mt. Zion Baptist church, pas-
ltored by Rev. K. 0. P. Goodwin,
!will act as hosts to the convens
• lion,
Some 1.300 churchmen and dele-
.of Columbia, Haiti and Liberia
been listed.
.Opening with the adopted theme
"Christian Missions in the New
Day," the Rev. JJ. D. Bussey,
Washington, D. C , will bring tRe
opening messages for the conven-
tion Tuesday night in Fries aud-
itorium, Teachers' college. A brief
welcome has b e e n !scheduled
gates from 24 states, the District which
, 
will
Rev. Isaac James, Richmond,
are expected to attend the meet- Va 
 be responded to by
who pastors in Orange, N. J., sheigchrelitgahrty,
, beDtubreinge 
annual 
lwreepkeroif activityef  e 
executive
eb ttihveings.
and is also a member of the le 
ofwt.hec.co.nsvoemntmioenrvi‘ividel,LEGISLATOR PRESIDES
Rev. J. Vance McIver, D. D.
;over the sessions for the first time tizhattiohnasdubieenng
which will describe in detail work
dtohne  bpyastiheyislature in that state will preside-
last year's meeting. 
year in I
in the capacity of president. Rev. Africa, Haiti, China, India and
McIver was elected president at Jamaica.
college, with a
Opening at Fries auditorium. mond, Va., president of the Worn-
Teachers'precon- an's Auxiliary will direct projects
Mrs. M. M. Ransome, Rich-
musical program directed for the ladies at the Mount Ziof
by W. E. Patterson, Norfolk, Va., Baptist church during the four
local talent from churches num-Ischeduled days of meeting. Miss
bering several hundred persons I Luvenia Ash, of Liberia, West Af-
rica. where the work of the con.
vention is centered will tell the
assembly of women that foreign
missions have done for her coon-
try.
crates of the week long pro-
gram, will come on Friday eve-
ning at Fries Auditorium, Teach-
ers' college, when greetings will
be brought from Africa by newly
s-ppointed Ambassador George A.
l'admore, Liberian Ambassador to
the U. S. "
Dr, Margaret Just Butcher, a
member ul the school board 111
Washington.WAlinglon. 1) C and a mem-
ber of the faculty at Howard uni-
versity, will close out the meet-
ing with a feature address.
CHURCH
WORKERS
Earn money and valuable
premiums for your church














Comes a heat wave and
appetites disappear, unless
they look cool and appetiz-
ing our old favorites lose
their appeal. But, eat we
must, so have at your fin-
ger tips a few tempting
recipes that will lift our
laggard appetites. Home-
maker, you can't stop
cooking in the Summer-
time, so try serving this
tasty menu: Tomato aspic
ring with jumbo De-Vein-
ed shrimp, Dill pickle
strips, potato chips, dev-
iled eggs, cheese biscuits
and iced tea.
CHEESE BISCUITS
Use your Jack Sprat bis-
cuit recipe. Roll dough 1-3
inch thick, sprinkle well
with grated cheese and
cut out with round cutter.
Bake in over 400 degree
F for 12 to 15 minutes.
Beside making a pretty
plate this is a delectable
combination.




YOUR CHURCH CAN BENEFIT •
FROM GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE
QUALITY STAMPS!
IT PAYS OFF WHEN YOU
POOL ALL OF YOUR
QUALITY STAMP BOOKS
FOR YOUR CHURCH!
DOES YOUR CHURCH NEED—
DOES YOUR GROUP NEED..An ORGAN or PIANO? CASH for Projects?
WHATEVER YOUR HEED, THE GROUP SAVING OF QUALITY STAMPS WILL HELP!
HOW THE CLUB PLAN WORKS
THE QUALITY STAMP CO. AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE QUALITY
STAMPS, hove special arrangements for groups of stamp savers, such as
PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES AUXILIARIES, MEN'S
CLUBS, etc. We can supply LARGE SPECIAL ORDERS for playground
equipment, electric organs, station wagons, etc, or cosh monies for
treasuries . • . when members pool their books and turn in 50) or more
books at one time . . . a marvelous opportunity for your organization
Contact the Quality Stomp Co., 216 South Clevelond (Bomoh Center) for
details and information
Concentrate Your Buying with the Firms Who Give Quality Stomps!
Fine Group of Mt. Olive Cathedral Jr. Choir Makes
Appearance On Big Star Food Stores' Radio Show
AN EXCELLENT listenable radio show beamed its way all over
the Mid-South over WDIA as the Rig Star Food Stores' Saturday
morning Radio talent show featured a fine performance which was
presented by a group of young performers, who are a part of the
huge junior choir of the Mt, Olive Cathedral. Their appearance on
the program was arranged through the cooperation of Tri-State




similar guest appearance on Big Star Show. Arrangements canhe made by contacting the Tel-State Defender or Radio Station
WDIA. The girls pictured above are: First row left to right: Gwen-dolyn Edwards, Arita Brown, Mayolene Williams. Patricia Toner.Romita Lang. Second row left to right: Hermogene Coleman. PAtricia Edwards, Jacqueline Lang. Joyce Letcher and Mrs. M. BT:rus.
• sl
•
,14) Lane Graduates Record Summer School Class
ft
According .o Lane College, The music tor the programPresident ( Kirkendoll, 56 stu- will be furnished by the college'dents were o graduate Friday, music department under the di.Aug. 10, at 5::1) p.m. The corn • rection of Dr. M. B. Southall.mencement I:eremonies were to be A RECORD CLASSperformod in front of the J. K. According to assistant registrar,Daniels 11,r:icy. Miss Ella R. Maddox, this is theDr. J. H. X ..ite, president of largest summer graduating classthe Mississippi Vocational col; in the history of the institution.lege at !Ha Bena, Miss., was the The persons incduded in thespeaker for the occasion. Dr. class are (A. B. degrees .to beWhite is probably well remem- I awarded): Lorene Allen. lona ;bered by the West Tennessee cit- Louise Atkins. Myrtle Greerizenry for his service as principal Bell, Paul Langford Bigby. Ber-of the Allen-White High school at nice Bond, Willie Floyd Greer
‘Vhitesville, Tenn. and as former Brooks, Minnie Rouser Carroll.
president of Lane college. Amanda Lee Coleman. Ernest
Franklin Collier, ttuby M. Dono- send, Willie James Wade. Sylvia
ho. Frances L Elam. 011ie M. Annie Walker, Majorie Lo uise
Eanes, Hartwell Fisher. Fannie Hawkins Warren Agnes Williams,
Elizabeth Gray, Cathrine L. John- . Sallie Jo Young.
son Hall, Giddy, Bell Hardy, Eliz- B. S. Degrees awarded): Ho-
abeth Lucinda Hayes, Alphonse
- 
sea Alexander, Fianklin L. Bal-
Rossi Hornell/. Henry Everett Ja lard, Loester Donald Currie, Wil-
cox, To/canna Owens Jones, Lillie ham Adolphus Fingal, Ozzie Lee
Frances Lynk, Paul Tolan
Annie B. Smith Nave, Willie 
Haynes. Fredis Jacox, Elvin
Jarmun, Fai Rene McKinnie, Flos-;
Florence Pickens, Evelyn Jean
• 
sie Nell McCully, James H. Pear.
Reed. Ooessa Reed, Alma Sere 
'
son, James Edward Poe. Ida M.
(ha Roach. Tillie Mullens Ruck- Reasor, Daphane Rosetta Robin-er. Coreane Cynthia Smith, Ruby
•son Edward L. Risby, Ina MaeLee Swift, Charlene Taylor, Queen ' 
Ethel Taylor. Willie Ann Taylor, Mabins Searcy. Andrew M a e
Forrestine Theus. Mae Ruth Town- Greene Thomas
Travel Shifts Into High Gear
HERE COMES TOMORROW—Italian designers have come up with
this sleek plastic bus creation which they claim will cruise over the
roads at 125 mph. To be powered with a gas turbine engine, one of
the planned models will carry up to 32 passengers.
LONGEST ROAD IN THE WORLD
—The Kansas Turnpike. terminat-
ing in this wheatfield on the Okla-
homa-Kansas border is, at present,
a road with no end, but not for
long. Just as soon as Oklahoma
allocates the necessary funds, the
new four-lane superhighway will
knife its way through the farmer's
field and he'll have a new, faster
road to get his grain to market.
MAN BEFORE THE HORSE?
—Transportation shades of the
past are recorded here, but
in reverse, as a London dock
worker acts as the beast of
burden to a valuable polo
pony. The animal appears to
be enjoying the novelty ot
watching the man do the
work. Uniled Press Photosi
ROADS FOR TRANSPORTATION—Earthmoving equipment such as
these International Harvester giants are very necessary to most
forms of transportation. Before sleek automobiles and streamlined
busses can skim over the ribbons of concrete and asphalt, high-
speed earthmovers and crawler-type tractors, must first make the
roadbeds. Fleets of equipment similar to these units, move millions
of yards of rock and dirt in incredibly short spans of time and at
surprisingly low costs. • see--
HAMPTON. Va. — Dr. Morde- lugal, Germany, Holland and other
cal Johnson, president of Howard nations that tostered colonialism
University, blasted segregation in :international policies are no
and colonialism in an address de- longer the great world powers they
livered to the National Dental As- once were.
sociation at Hampton Institute last Johnson pointed out that coloni-
week. alism suffered its downfall he-
He said that in the past sixtyl cause of bitterness and strife ,
years- some 1,250.000.000 colored} among the colonial nations. He'History Thesispeople in the world have become made it clear that the power of 
free or partially free and that all these nations combined is still R
Great Britain, France. Spain, Por- a poor third to that of the United
States ani Russia. 
Reveals Road
(ions awoke too late to find that To IntegrationThe educator aid that the na-
the injustices rendered on the col- lioLsToN. Texas — A thesis
ored people of the world left them , submitted for the degree of Islas-
incapable of trusting each other. ter of Arts in History at Texas
In striking a blow against segre- I Southern University by Mrs. Car-
gation. Johnson said: "Those of rie Etta Green. reveals an inter.
us who would hold on to segre- esting path of education of the Ne-
Rev. King gro from the Civil War to inte-. which has failed all over t h e gation would hold op to a system gration in the city of San Angelo,,, world, The price of maintaining Texas.
Amp, ,segregation in the United Statest The thesis. "The History of Ed-
' i—A way was cleared last week for 
will be the loss of the leadership location Provided for Negroes in
an appeal of the circuit court de- 
, of the world."
He pointed out that the balanceeision that coovicted Rev. Martin
L. King, president of the NIontgom- 
of power in the struggle for worid services Fielderv Improvement Association and leadership rests in the hands of
leader of the hard-hitting Negro 
the colored nations and that they r
cannot trust us as long as we have  July 10 Forbus boycott here, when bulky Iran-
scripts of the court records in-'
Mrs. Wright
them on our sIde." he said, "is to MRS. ANNIE WRIGHTed last March of an ancient law
charging him with illegal boycot-
ting.
convince !hem that-we are rapid- Final services for Mrs. Annie
ly beginning to get rid of .y." , Ligon Wright, prominent citizen
Dr. :Johnson said his sentiments and civic worker of Orange Mound,He wad found guilty of ''foster-
ing an illegal boycott against Mont-




ing sessions of the annual O.
der of the Eastern Star, Prince
Hall affiliation, included the
above ladies, pictured in Blair
T. Hunt gymnasium at Book•
er 'I'. Washington where their
sessions were conducted by
Mrs. Rosa B. It hitson, grand
worthy matron. a 5lemphian.
Grand Lodge activities ol the
Prince Hall Masons of Ten-
nessee, Grand Master Charles
F. Williams, presiding, were
held at Booker 1'. Washing-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
SAT., AUG. 18, 198II
ton. A grand parade and pub-
lic meeting which included
greetings from Mayor Edmund






Georgias, Mississippis, a n d Vir-
1volved in the case were completed. 
ginias.
I "The noted minister was convict- The only way we can bring
Jefferson, who said: '''.'hen I con- Nioriah Ilawist church, Rev. R.
sider slavery and remember that W. Norsworthy, minister. official-
ful Negro crusade to stop riding my Cod is just, I tremble for my ink.
buses in protest of Alabama's , country. The Howard president Orange Mound Funeral Home
segregated seating system. added, :Segregation is the most ! was in charge of arrangements
The vast record of testimony
tragic dilemma of human faith in Burial in New Park cemetery,
the history of the human race."and evidence in the trial, prepar-
ed by a court reporter. will be the Itlustc was provided by the Cm-
largest ever presented in a cir- saders Male Chorus under the di
cuit court for a single calie. 
-1
rection of Charles Flax. The con-
More than 0 pages are in-
,
s'ention was welcomed by attorney'56
eluded in the report, requested by John D. Gray of Hampton and Dr.
Rev. King's attorneys for an ap- Mary P. Holleran, secretary and
peal of his conviction to the State dean of instruction of Hampton In-
Court of Appeals. stitute. Dr. Johnson was introduc-
The Rev. King case became ed by Dr. Russell A, Dixon, dean'a
otest case for the indictment off the Howard University Dental
more than 90 prominent Negro College.
leaders accused of promoting the , 
boycott.
ornery City Transit Co."
Rev. King has headed a power-
IF ONLY MONEY COULD TALK
IT WOULD SURELY SAY:
"RIDE THE BUS!"
AS THE DOLLAR VALUE CONTINUES TO DECREASE,
IT WOULD SEEM THE GREAT AMERICAN PUBLIC
WOULD REVERT TO SOME OF THE THRIFTINESS OF
THEIR ANCESTORS.
BUT THEY DON'T!
CONVENIENCES AND FOOLISH IDEAS OF INDEPEN-
DENCE SEEM MORE IMPORTANT TO THEM THAN
DOLLARS AND COMMON SENSE.
SAVINGS RANGING FROM '200 TO
'1,000 ANNUALLY ARE WITHIN
GRASP OF MANY MEMPHIANS AND
SHELBY COUNTIANS - THE SIMPLE
PRACTICE OF TAKING A BUS, RA-
THER THAN THE FAMILY AUTO,
FOR DAILY TRIPS TO WORK OR
SHOPPING IS ONE ANSWER TO A
FATTER PURSE!
IF THIS SOUNDS LIKE TRANSIT COMPANY PROPA-
GANDA, DO YOUR OWN FIGURING. ADD THE COST
OF INSURANCE, VEHICLE TAXES, GASOLINE, OIL,
PARKING (OR PARKING TICKETS FROM FRIENDLY
COPS), TIRES, MAINTENANCE AND A HOST OF
OTHER EXPENSES — PLUS YOUR OWN PRICE ON
THE COST OF FRAYED NERVES. YOU'LL FIND THAT
A PERSON WITH ONLY 10-MILE DAILY ROUND-






I DETROIT —William V. Banks,
Supreme Grand Master of the In-
ternational Free and Accepted
Modern Masons, will visit Grand
Lodges in Texas this week, it was
announced.
Banks, who has just returned
to Detroit from a tour of lodges
in the Southeast, is a well known Mrs. Wright died at her home,
' Detroit attorney and is very ac- 566 Belt Line at., on July 24.
live in fraterpal affairs of the Mrs. Wright was a tireless work-
Motor City. er in her church, Mt. Moriah, and
in civic affairs. She held mem- '
One of the first attempts in the hership in the Orange Mound Civ-
United States to protect children ic club. Boston Street North Side
at work was a Massachusetts law Social club and the Pioneers So-
in 1842 which limited the working i cial club.
day to 10 hours for children under She is survived by one sister,
12 years. three brothers and one aunt
San Angelo, Texas, from Incep-, nod of state required segregation ,
lion to Integration. September.' and a return to integration in
1955," is a careful tracing and: 1955.
analysis of the program of educa- The thesis is of particular inter-
lion for Negioes from an inte• tvt in that shows the back-
grated training school in the U.S. ground, des clopment and analssis
Army. Fort t. uncho through a pc of (hr problems to se•.:re .2.ation
and integration of one Texas cit
and shows how that school di
trict faced them. The study is I
the type that would be of ser.
ice to areas interested in mec
ing and solving the problems r
solved in integration.
IN THE PRESENT WORLD OF CONFUSION
An Educational Process Goes Quietly and Steadily On At
S. A. OWEN JUNIOR COLLEGE
Memphis 2, Tennessee
Where A Determined Group Of Selected Students Are:
Extending their formal education beyond high school graduation. Learning
something about the great silent forces that move the world.
Getting ready to take their places in the emerging new world of greater op-
portunities.
If You Belong In This Select Company
The doors of OWEN COLLEGE are open to you — WITHOUT ENTRANCE
EXAMINATION — and you are welcome to share the wholesome influence
and distinctive advantages of a two-year Christian college.
FALL TERM BEGINS Tuesday, SEPTEMBER 4
Courses leading to degrees and certificates are offered through
regular DAY and EXTENDED DAY (Evening) Classes
For Detailed Information: Write THE REGISTRAR
or Telephone JAckson 7-3275
MRS. ANNIE WRIGHT







M & M Building, Beale and Main
And
1458 Airways, Near Lamar
IT'S O.K. BECAUSE IT'S








STORE AT sitymi OM" SAVING TOW VOSS
MACON & JAMERSON
BEEF LIVER . . . . Lb. 39c
BOSTON BUTTS. Lb. 392
SIRLOIN STEAK . Lb. 59c
IRISH POTATOES 5Lb 59c
CHUCK ROAST . . . 33c
TID-STATE DEFENDER
SAT., AUG. 18, 1956
Ralph Bunche Kin Found
Strangled In His Office
The deputy coroner said Harris
was apparently killed an hour
after he reported for work in his
office. On the floor below, dele-
gates to an Odd Fellows conven-
tion milled about, possibly drown-
WASHINGTON — (INS) — While delegates to •
convention milled around on the floor below, Roscoe W.
Harris, 65, a brother-in-law of Dr. Ralph Bunche, United
Nations official, was strangled to death Monday .
The body of Harris. a real estate man, was found by ong out any cries he may have
. his wife, Alice. Deputy Coroner :made for help.
Richard M. Rosenberg said his I Mrs. Harris is the sister of Dr.
death resulted from "asphyxiation Bunche, United Nations undersec-
retary and Nobel peace prize win- A.3 ANDREW son ISIAH REED, 18-year.old son of
ner. The couple was married in of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Yates, of Bill Reed, of Crenshaw, Miss., is
1930. the warehouse supply specialist now completing his Air Force Bit-
course at the Warren AFB in Wy- sic military training at Lackland
oming. After graduation he as- Air Force Base, the "Gateway to
her husband usually carried $100 .beefl transformed into a national sumes duties with the Air Force , the Air Force."




The body bore no marks of viol-
ence. The head was wrapped in
toweling and the hands and feet Mob Suspects tied with rope. Harris' wife said [ Fort Union in New Mexico has
CHICAGO, 111.--(Speciali
' The case of four men charged
With murder in the mob slaying
of a 38-year-old checker, was con-
tinued Monday in Felony court
When two of the men were not
brought into court through a mixup
at the County jail.
' Judge Jay A. Schiller set Aug.
17 as the new date for their ap-
pearance.
; The four defendants — Serafin
Islas, Joseph Maynez, Frank La-
giglio end Richard Deily — are
accused of the murder of Norris
Howell, of 1226 E. 65th st., on
July 22 near 26th and Princeton.
One machine tabulating 500
names a minute and running 40: 
would a week require about
two years and eight months to
count all of the people in the Unit-
ed States today.
N. YATES,
Ask Both Parties To Back
BUFFALO, N. Y. — In a reso-
lution unanimously adopted by the
entire delegate body, the fiftieth
anniversary convention of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity called upon
the Republican and Democratic
parties to adopt strong civil rights ,
planks to avoid 'forfeiting their,
right to the support of the Ameri-
can people at the polls and their!
vindication in the eyes of man-
kind."
The resolution endorsed federal.
legislation to deal with civil rights
violations and called for strong
measures to protect the rights of
citizens to vote, hold office, en-
LOOK
Directions: Drive South on Highway 61 to Mitchell Road.
Turn West Four Blocks to Model Home.
DR. J. E. WALKER HOMES
(Subdivision)
VA and FHA Terms
•3 BEDROOMS





Rochester Road EX. 7.3163
joy equal opportunity for em-
ployment and equal use of all tax-
supported facilities.
Dealing with school segregation,
the group asked for guarantees
for the full civil rights of the in-
dividual as guaranteed by the con-
stitution and interpreted by U. S.
Supreme Court.
CLOTURE RL
Elimination of the poll tax was
requested as was revision of the
Senate cloture rule to prevent fil-
ibuster on civil rights matters by'
southerners.
The resolution also called for
protection of the individual to live
in housing of his own choosing
and to enjoy full opportunity for
employment in the federal gov-
ernment, in the civil service and
in the armed forces.
On fair employment practices,
the fraternal group asked for fed-
eral law that would insure equal
opportunity for employment ac-
cording to the skill of the indi-




man, who won fame and fortune
on two television shows, and Len-
nie Ross, youthful stock market
expert who also climbed into the
big income bracket on a television
quiz show, were the stars of the
Democratic national convention
last night.
They were introduced to the
convention by Gov. Frank Clement
of Tennessee after he finished de-
livering the convention's keynote
address.
The two youngsters were intro-
duced as "not only young and
smart, but Democrats as well."
would hate to have either
of them run against me," Clement
said,
He added that "if they were cam-
paigning, they would not have to
kiss any babies; they are just past
the baby stage themselves."
Gloria was introduced first and
Clement asked her is she were
the same "Gloria Lockerrnan who
had won $16,000 on one TV show
and $32,000 on another." 
thWhen she answered "yet" e
governor said; "That makes you
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but the wealthiest Democrat here
tonight."
Then he asked her what was
"the first political party founded
in the U. S.," and she replied that
it was the Democratic party. She
also said in response to another
question that Thomas Jefferson
was the founder of the party.
"What are all these people doing
here tonight?" Clement asked.
"They are here to elect the next
President of the United States,"
she dutifully replied, to the cheers
of the convention.
Young Ross also received a big
ovation when he answered ques-
tions on the stock market.
Gloria, who came to Chicago to
participate in the Chicago Defend-
er's Bud Billiken parade last Sat-
urday, was accompanied at the
convention by Bill Sutton, director




TALLAHASSEE — The new ad-
ministrator of the Florida A and
M university hospital and medical
! center is Theodore W. Frazier. He
I comes to Tallahassee from Dan-
ville, Va., where he served as ad-
ministrator of the Winslow hos-
pital.
Mr. Frazier was awarded t h e
bachelor of science degree from
Virginia Union university and the
, master of hospital administration
1 from the State University of Iowa.
He has served as an administra-
tive interne ar.d administrative





would not be hampered in his',
advancement within his job be-
cause of race, color or religion.
The action of the delegates also ,
suggested:
Establishment of a joint con-
gressional committee on civil
rights; a division of Civil Rights
in the Department of Justice; laws
permitting the individual to ap-
peal to the federal courts on civil
rights violations and creation of
a permanent interracial, bi-parti-
san commission on civil rights
with power to subpoena witnesses
and recommend legislation.
In roaring approval, the thou-
sand-odd delegates to the con-
vention of the oldest Negro Greek-
letter college fraternity, charged
that the political parties of the
nation must acknowledge a full
responsibility for the establish-
ment and preservation of real
democratic principles.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —(ANP)
..._ Atty. Fred D. Gray, 26, who
has been active in the Negro boy-
cotts of city buses, gave nutice
last week that he may ask Pres-
ident Eisenhower to review a rut-
ing by the National Selective
Service Appeals Board upholding
his I-A classification.
Gray was ordered to report for
induction into the armed forces
Aug. 16.
; The young lawyer, who is alsoan ordained minister, had been
\
classified 4-D until he began han-
dling the case of five Negro wom-
en who filed suit to outlaw Mont-






Party unity was still the big is-
sue at the Democratic national
convention Monday and Southern
delegates apparently were with-
holding their support of any can-
didate pending adoption of the
controversial civil rights plank in
the 1956 platform.
Although southern leaders real-
ize the platform will inevitably
contain some reference to civil
rights, they are dead set against
an outright endorsement of the
integration rulings of the U. S.
Supreme Court.
The new strategy of the south-
ern delegations — withholding any
endorsement of a presidential can-
didate until the civil rights issue
is settled — has trimmed Adlai
Stevenson's lead,
has sparked the southern union,
that of South Carolina.
The new strategy became clear
as state delegations caucused in
Front-runner Stevenson had 135
elected and pledged delegates from
the southern states, but at least
100 have been temporarily with-
drawn — until a civil rights plank
is hammered down. The former
Illinois governor still holds Louis-
iana's 24 votes, and part of Ala-
bama's 26,
Sen, Hubert Humphrey of Minn-
esota, one of the "Young Darks"
who infuriated southern delegates
on the loyalty oath issue four years
ago, has "reformed" in the opinion
of many influential Dixie men, but
the people from the South still
hold Governor G. Mennen Williams
of Michigan in extremely low es-
teem.
"If 'Soapy' Williams starts a civil
rights row," said one steely-eyed
southerner, "we'll knock his ears
off."
Southern Democrats lost a little
of their unity as they embarked,
:on their new convention strategy,
and disunity crackled and popped
within the state delegation that
William Nabors Slated
To Play LeMoyne Again
The LeMoyne College Associa-
tion will present the young pian-
ist William Grant Nabors in Bruce
hall on Nov. 9.
The young artist is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Juan W. Nabors of
Roanoke, Va. and the grandson
of E. P. Nabors, insurance execu-
tive of Memphis and an alumnus
of LeMoyne.
The alumni committees a re
meeting early and regularly in
order to guarantee a successful
program on Friday, Nov. 9, at
Bruce Hall.
Scharff YMCA on S. Lauderdale
st. Mrs. Ann Hall is program
chairman; T. R. McLemore, co-
chairman; Mrs. Charle P. Roland,
chairman of publicity; Mrs. Leti-
tia Poston, ticket chairman.
Virginia Professor
Given Study Grant
RICHMOND, Va. — Herman L.
Strader, associate professor of bo-
tany at Virginia Union university,
studied at Cornell university from
Jul 2 to August 11 on a rant
The pianist Is no stranger to from the National Science Foun-
Memphis. He appeared in con- dation, which included tuition and
cert a few years ago at the Abe a stipend.
TUSKEGEE — In recognition
lof contributions made toward the
efficiency of operations and I. h e
‘velfare ot patients, eight employ-
ees of the Tuskegee Veterans hos-
pital recently received incentive
awards during a program held
here.
Among those receiving awards
was Dr. Sadie P Delaney, chief
librarian, who was recognized for
her outstanding work toward the
rehabilitation of veteran patients
through the use of bibliotherapy
Represents College
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Miss
Rosemary Wright, rising junior of
Camden, S. C., will be the official
Bennett College representative at
the National Conference of Meth-
odist Youth when it meets Aug-
ust 18-24 at Brevard College, Brev-
ard, N. C.
•
Chicago hotel roors upon arrival
at the convention Sunday afternoon
and night. Former South Carolina
Governor R. M. Jefferies put it
this way before his state caucus:
"Let's don't get in the bag for
any candidate until the platform
matter about civil rights is clari-
fied."
Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama
and North Carolina caucuses went
along with that idea, even though
Gov. Luther Hodges spoke elo-
quently before his Carolina dele-
gates in support of Adlai Steven-
son.
Meanwhile, several northern
state delegation leaders promised
an all-out floor fight if the pro-
posed platform fails to mention the
Supreme Court desegregation rul-
ing, Pledges of support were re-
ceived at a meeting presided over
by Roy Wilkins, executive secre-
tary of the NAACP.
Sees Ike-Dick
GOP Ticket
WASHINGTON — (INS — Sen.
William F. Knowland (It) Calif..
said after a political chat with
President Eisenhower yesterday.
he is confident Richard M. Nixon
will again be the Republican can-
didate for vice-president.
I The Senate Republican leader
I said his conference with Mr. Eis-
enhower covered foreign affairs
and legislative matters as well
as politics,
Knowland declined to say whe-
ther the subject of the vice-pres-
idential nomination came up but
declared: "I think the ticket will
be the same in 1956 Its it was
in 1952."
13 Men Rob, Beat
;Southside Woman
CHICAGO, ILL. (Special)—
Mrs. Louise Smith, 56, of 22 r .
42nd st., is in County hospital suf.
fering from multiple injuries in-
flicted Saturday when she was
brutally beaten by three unknown
men in a vacant lot at 1738 W.
14th pl.
I The victim also was robbed.
• MADAM
FRANN
PALM READER and ADVISOR
NATIONALLY KNOW!
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!
Not To Be Classed As Gypsies
Will read your life without asking any questions, gives ad-
vice on all affairs of life, such as: Love, courtship and marri-
age. She reunites the separated, causes speedy marriages,
helps you to gain the one you love. If worried, troubled, or in
doubt, consult this gifted medium. If you have been disappoint-
ed in others, one visit will convince you that this medium is
superior to any reader you have consulted. She advises on
business affairs, also helps you to overcome evil influences and
bad luck of all kinds.
Private and confidential readings daily and Sunday. Hours
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Readings for white and colored.
SATISF.ACTION GUARANTEED
You will find us most moral and not to be classed as
GYPSIES.
Anger and worry are the most unprofitable conditions
known to man. While they are in postession, mental, physical
and spiritual growth are suspended. Anger is a highway
robber and worry is a sneak thief. Bring your problems to me
.oday, tomorrow may be too late.
Don't be discouraged if you have failed to find help! I do
what others claim to do! Tell you your lucky days and lucky
numbers! Licensed by State. and County. No renresentatives
or house calls.
Memphis, Tennessee. Take Whitehaven bus to State Line.
(Tenn. de Miss.) Iliway 51 So look for hand sign near Sally
Roger's store one block from end of bus line.
 ,U111•61•14, 
FINEST KENTUCKY BOURBON
EVER PUT INTO GLASS!
Men of good taste a century ago took pleasure
in Old Crow. Today you can enjoy this favorite
in a milder, highly popular 90 Proof bottling!










Old Crow 100 Proof Bonded Kentucky
Straight Bourbon Whiskey available as wad
COL. CROW DROPS IN AT THE LOCAL GENERAL STORE
Distiller James Crow) liked to hear men call for his product by name.. .To him this as the most
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Our Opinions
Well Done, Mr. Wilkins
Mr. Roy Wilkins, the executive secre-
tary of the NAACP is to be congratulated
for the able and dignified way in which he
acquitted himself when he appeared on
"Meet the Press," August 5.
The most popular of the television in-
terview shows, "Meet the Press" is also
the most formidable arena for any public
person to enter. The sharpest questions by
America's top reporters are leveled at the
individual in the witness chair and no mercy
is shown in the efforts to get at the heart
of the subject's thinking and knowledge on
a particular matter.
Many a nimble veteran of public affairs
has found himself impaled on a barb during
this half hour trial by ordeal. However, as
ruthless as it may seem, the valuable serv-
ice to the public performed in getting infor-
mation first hand is incalculable. Our one
criticism or suggestion if we may add it is
that some qualified Negro reporters ought
to be invited to participate from time to
time as questioners on vital subjects.
But getting back to Mr. Wilkins, he
displayed remarkable calm and skill under
the relentless hammering. given him on the
association's views. His handling of this
*
Good, But Much More
The County Board of Education is to
be commended for the substantial appro-
priation ($400,000), which it has made
for additions and improvements at Wood-
stock (Shelby County Training School),
and at E. A. Harrell High School in Mil-
lington.
By any standard that is progress in
the right direction. The over-all goal of
all the schools in America is traditionally
to train youth for better citizenship in a
democracy. And even though there may
be disagreements as to the best methods
for attaining the goal, the important
thing is that no one lose sight of the
goal, and that steps be taken leading to
it. That is the light in which the im-
provements in the county schools named
10 may be viewed.However, it may be openly hoped that
the step taken is only the first in a series
   by Nat D. Williams
GROCERY MANNERS
There's a growing trend , and
a fortunate one . . . fur larger
and larger numbers of Negroes to
take serious looks at themselves
and the rest of "as" as they con-
template our "readiness" for in-
tegration.
is especially important, because it speaks
for so many people. Although the total
membership is somewhere around 300,000,
only a fraction of the total Negro popula-
tion of the country, the NAACP is the
spokesman for the Negro and this cannot
be challenged.
Mr. Wilkins did not commit the Negro
voter to either political party; but he made
it clear that he expected both parties to
take a firm and clear stand on civil rights
and that this would weigh heavily on how
he voted in November, which is quite true.
He Made it plain that the NAACP was
not advocating the use of force; but he
was also positive in his emphasi.that the
government should employ all the authority
at its command if outright defiance of the
Supreme Court decision in the Schools
cases continued beyond the "reasonable and
deliberate speed" which the court decreed.
Finally, Mr. Wilkins completely routed
an attempt to link him or the association
with Communist sympathies charged to
him. All in all, his performance was a credit
both to the association and to the Negro
people and we are proud to extend our feli-
citations to him.
Needed
of such steps which are needed to im-
prove all the county schools. . .particu-
larly the county schools for Negro pupils.
Too many of these schools were still ex-
pected to operate under conditions bor-
dering on the primitive. . .with out-door
toilets, poor facilities for drinking water,
poor heating and lighting in some in-
stances, and buildings in need of repair.
These schools too should be brought up
to date in physical facilities, as well as
In such matters as teacher personnel and
offerings.
It is not enough to have one or two
schools in a system, which may be used
as "Exhibit A's" for visitors and in ar-
guments for improvements all over the
system. Let us look forward to the time
when commendations may be made to the
County educational administrators for
needed improvements throughout the
system for all the schools.
Welcome To Our House
This week and next Chicago is host to
the Democratic National Convention, the
eighth time for this party and the 22nd
time for any political gathering. Such stat-
istics alone are enough to support our pride
in this being a wonderful town to visit.
We join in welcoming the Democrats
here. Mayor Daley and his Host Committee
are to be congratulated for the fine work
done in seeing that our guests are comfor-
table and well taken care of.
The convention arrangements commit-
tee of the party which has been working
here for the past three months also de-
Allk serves a salutory pat on the back for its
4111, efforts. By all odds, this should be the most
orderly and efficiently run convention in
history.
More than 25,000 visitors are here for
the great meeting which has such historic
significance and promising overtones. Aside
from the issues or which side your party
allegiance is on, it's always exciting to have
company and everybody gets in the act.
For example there's the sweet and melo-
dius sound of the cash registers ringing!
particularly harmonious to the Chamber of
Commerce! And for the days of the conven-
tion. whether you are a TV watcher or see-
ing it live, the evenings will be entertaining
and conversation should xi-ever dull for want
of subjects to discuss.
Besides this, your newspaper is busy
digging for fresh and different angles and
behind the scenes tidbits that even the ca-
mera might not catch.
It's good to be around to see and hear
all that's going on. After the tumult and
shouting has died and the VIP's have de-
parted, we'll miss the drama of the conven-
tion, but then cheer up, the campaign will
be on and it looks like there'll be a hot time
in the old town most of the September and
October nights!
So welcome to our house all you Demo-
crats!
What The People Sal;
Anthropology Lesson
Dear Editor: A person has two
parents, four grandparents, eight
great-grandparents. etc., as the
number of forefathers and moth-
ers are doubled for every genera-
tion that we count back. If we
go 10 generations or 250 years
back, we had about 1,000 fore-
fathers living in the year 1700.
Twenty generations back we had
about one million, and. 29 genera-
tions before our own we had 500
million forefathers living at the
same time, i. e., in the year 1225.
That is only about 725 years ago.
If we go still further back we
can no longer re-double as the
genealogical table now includes
all people existing on the earth
before 1225 (and who have pro-
pagated.)
But there has always been some
degree of inbreeding present,
which changes this computation
some in the following way:
The actual number of forefath-
ers will be less than presumed as
marriage mainly takes place be-
tween individuals from the same
region and with the same lang-
uage, color, class, etc. — a
tendency which, hewever, is coun-
teracted through wars, slavetrade,
• emigration and coonections out-
side of marriage.
It is therefor.) necessary to go
still several generations back in
time to be certain about iescend-
ing from the population of the
whole world. By going still 31 gen-
erations back we have come so
far that the chances are 2,000
million times larger, and we are
now on the safe side. For every
now living persor there will be
a probability of being the sire of
the population of the whole world
1500 years after his death, i. e.
60 generations later. He (she) will
also be a descendant of all peo-
ple living on the earth 1500 years
ago and of all having existed be-
fore that time (if they propagated)
regardless of race or country. It
is therefore not.aacessau to go
back to the first human beings
in order to establish our mutual
ielationship, since it is entirely
renewed every 1500 years.
A few ancient royal families as
e. g. the Japanese or the Italian
race of princes, Massimo (des-
cendants of Fabius Maximus, Han-
nibal's adversary) are indubitably
able to show a very long, straight
male line: but through their wives
a solid relationship to the rest of
the population has been firmly es-
tablished in every generation.
The myth that the Japanese em-
peror descends directly from the
Sun-goddess was really not "in-
vented" until 1868, hut through
tutoring, terror and propaganda,
it became an indisputable fact
in the course of a few genera-
tions. The aim was political.
These computations are of sig-
nificance for the racial problem.
The Romans 'mported through
many centuries so many Ne-
Out of this trend comes a closer
look at many of the Negro's public
and pritate acts which are within
his own power to correct or direct.
For it is by most of these acts
that others judge us. Their judge-
ments are rightly or wrongly on
ideas which have been handed
down from a long procession of
generations, who already have pre-
conceived ideas of "What Negroes
are like."
Out of these ideas have come
many of the stereotypes (mental
pictures) of the Negro which grate
so hard on our increasingly sensi-
tive sensibilities. Getting mad and
protesting against these stereo-
types won't remove them. Going
to court and suing won't remove
them. Packing up one's belongings
and migrating to other sections
won't remove them. The best re-
medy is going to be found in the
hearts and heads . . in the de-
termination and effort, of Negroes
themselves.
To lend point to trend, consid-
er the stereotype of the Negro
women who has occasion to go
to the grocery store. Like other
women, she wants the best bar-
gains she can obtain for the
money at hand. She wants to feel
that she is getting special thee-
tion. She wants to feel free in
making her selections of merchan-
dise, and she likes to feel that she
is personally recognized by t h e
merchant. That is true of women.
regardless of race.lt is true of
men also.
But the stereotype places the Ne-
gro woman at a disadvantage.
And she places herself at a great-
gro-slaves that all Italy's popula-
tion later had at least 3 per cent
Negro-blood in their veins when
the Romans conquered England.
Prom England's; population at that
time and the number of immigrat-
ed Romans, etc., you can calculate
that the whole of England's popu-
lation today has at least 1-10 per
cent Negro blood. Something of
Negroid genes is more dominant
in the countries of the Mediter-
ranean and reduces towards the
North aria the East; but absolute-
ly untouched is nobody — neith-
er white, yellow nor brown.
All white Americans had there-
fore about 1-10 per cent Negro
blood in their veins before they
even began to import Negro slaves
to North America. The same Ne-
groes became quickly crossed so
strongly with the white that al-
most every now living Negro in
the United States is considered
to bear the stamp of this, and
actually descends therefore among
others frem the above mentioned
Fabius Maximus.
Similar circumstances are val-
id for all other so-called races
everywhere on earth. Racial dif-
ference is therefore only a dif-
ference of degree.
The realization that we a 11
have a touch of every racial ele-
ment may cause greater toler-
ance towards people with looks
diverging from our own. — K. R. "MONEY MAY
Johansen, Grindsted, Denmark. AHEAD OF
er disadvantage when she lives
true to the stereotype. For the
sake of clarity, let's consiie
three types of Negro women gr.
cery customers, who all too fr.
quently and much too reahsticall,
live up to the stereotype . .
mental picture which not only
white people, but many colored
folk have of colored women shop•
ping at the neighborhood store, an
somsstaaies at the down-town super-
market.
First there's SLOPPY ANNIE
She goes to the store in a kimono.
(they're called house coats, now.
Her hair is not combed or has a
rag over it. The paint is peeling
on her fingernails. She's wearing
some flappy old house shoes that
show a rusty, dirt-caked heel with
every step. She is without a girdle
and yet usually has a chassis that
would flatter a Percheron. Nine
cases out of 10 she has large feet
whose toes protrude like gun points
through the front of her happy
house shoes. She may be chewing
gum ot dipping snuff. . . which-
ever it is, however, she'll soon
make clear.
Her face is usually greasy or
smeared with some nameless con-
coction that could be either chalk,
flour, or street dust. She usually
purchases an order of rag balony
or some other commodity which is
in keeping with her general ap-
pearance. She is a living remind-
er of the stereotype which too
many people have of the typical
Negro housewife . without
pride, without modesty . . . with-
out taste. Not even an NAACP
lawyer could use her as justifi-
cation for integration. She needs
to be set off somewhere to her-
self . . . for even poverty is now
a sufficient excuse for slovenli-
ness. And it's within her power
to correct herself.
Then there's SATCHE L-
(Continued on Page 16)
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RACE'RELATIONS
Civil Service And Civil Rights
The NAACP, like a Negro
newspaper, is called upon to per-
form a number of services that
are unrelated to its program.
No kind of explanation is going
to change the fixed opinions
some people have so it is easier
to concede and do the best one
can than to run the risk of crea-
ting ill will by adhering strictly
to program.
Frequently, the Defender, for
example, is confused with the
public defender in the state's
attorney's office. The public
defender is an attorney who rep-
resents persons charged with
capital crimes who are unable
to pay for legal defense.
For a number of years the
Defender operated with the co-
operation of the Cook County
Bar association as legal clinic to
which people went for legal ad-
vice and counsel arising mostly
from installment buying.
"What can I do for you?" he
asked in bewilderment.
A very brusque, smartly tail-
ored young woman stepped for-
ward. "I'm the spokesman."
she informed him and pushed
her way into his office, the rest
of her delegation following.
Without giving Mac Neal a
chance to say a word, she be-
gan to recite a long list of griev-
ances against the federal gov-
ernment for whom they worked.
And without drawing a breath
or allowing Mac Neal to inter-
rupt proceeded to outline the
course of action she and her del-
egation expected him to follow
in rectifying the situation.
When she finally subsided and
stood, challengingly with hands
on hips as if to say "well what
are you going to do about it,"
Mac Neal stood up.
"In the first place," he said
In explanation, "this is the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
Even today the Defender has vancement of Colored People,
a department known as Defender but our interests are broader
Charities which offers emergen- than the name would indicate,
cy aid to enfortunate persons. W'e are really concerned about
Some years ago when A. C. the welfare of minority groups."
Mac Neal was executive secre- "In the second place," he con-
tary of the Chicago NAACP, he tinued, "our business is civil
got a telephone call from an in rights not civil service. I think
dignant young woman who felt you're confused."
she had been wronged and that "We're not confused," the
the NAACP could be of service, woman informed him, "we rep-
lie suggested that she step by resent a persecuted minority in
the office on her way home from our department, and even if we
work. About six o'clock that are under civil service we have
evening, his secretary informed rights, too."
him that a delegation was wait- No amount of explanation
ing in the outer office to see him, could shake them from the con-
"A delegation!" he explained, viction that he and the NAACP
"I don't know anything about a was to act in their behalf. So
delegation." Mac Neal capitulated, went to
He went to the door, opened bat for them and eventually
it and was confronted by about made NAACP members of them
30 white persons, mostly women. all.
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SO WHAT?
Cri.e To the NAACP te9q1
Defense Educational Fund Inc
I107 W 43rd Street
New Folk 30.NY
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Headlines I Never Expect To
Live Long Enough To See
Negro students and faculty at
Dillard and Xavier in New Or-
leans picket annual Sugar Bowl
football game with signs reading:
"Civilized Communities Do Not
Jim Crow in Sports Or Other-
wise."
• • •
The Rotary clubs of Birming-
ham, Ala., award Nat King Cole
a plaque at gala luncheon honor-
ing him as leading Alabama citi-
zen who has contributed greatly
to the popular arts of his native
state and the entire U. S. A.
• • •
Senator James 0. Eastland of
Mississippi throws his hat in the
ring as a Presidential can-
didate on a platfrom of civil
rights for all, a strong anti-lynch-
ing bill, and a federal fair employ-
ment act protecting minorities in
their right to work without dis-
crimination.
• • •
Popular Broadway star, Sam-
my Davis, jr., to headline big
weekly television show on major
national network for the next 52
weeks, breaking the color barrier
in sustaining TV shows.
a • •
Social Note: Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lee Moon entertained at
dinner Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wil-
kins, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Grang-
er, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Doug-
las and a dozen other members
of Harlem's top level society in
the Club Room of the Stork club
in New York City during Negro
History week.
Congress nvses a law prohibit-
ing the operation of the Ku Klux
Klan as an anti-Negro, anti-Catho-
lic, anti-Jewish organization, also
banning the wearing of white
hoods and robes, and affirming
jail sentences for all caught burn-
ing fiery crosses on anybody's
lawns anywhere anytime anyplace.
i.e
Amos and Andy have gone to
night school and learned to speak
correct English.
• • •
New Western in technicolor
shows Indians triumphing over
whites for once with a happy end-
ing for the redskins in final se-
quence.
• • •
College theatre groups on Negro
campuses announce plan to sub-
sidize Negro playwrights to write
plays of Negro life especially for
college presentation.
• • •
Colored capitalists announce the
formation of the Afro-American
Airlines with 20 new late model
jet planes, Negro pilots, charming
hostesses of color, and direct
flights across the Atlantic to Ni-
geria, the Gold Coast, Egypt and
Ethiopia.
• • •
Dr. W. E. B. Du Bole, dean of
Negro scholars, is sent on a cul-
tural tour of the world under the
auspices of the State department
as a distinguished representative
of American culture.
• • •
Very unusual play opens on
Broadway: A serious drama of
Negro hie with a happy ending
for the colored characters.
Memberships in the National
Association for The Advancement
of Colored People passes two mil-
lion mark through mass member-
ship drives spearheaded by such
famous stars of stage and screen
as Pearl Bailey, Louis Arm-
strong, Dorothy Dandridge, Sam-
my Davis, jr., Earths Kitt, Harry
Belafonte, Duke Ellington, Hazel
Scott and Nat King Cole.
Si.
The government of South Africa
has invited Dr. Ralpn Bunch., Dr,
Charles S. Johnson, Dr. Chan-
fling Tobias, and Dr. Margaret
Just Butcher to Johannesburg as
consultants on how to solve its
race problems.
• • •
The next American Negro bow
ing champion will retire rich, um.
defeated, and in the clear with
the income tax authorities
• • •
The House un-American Activi-
ties committee votes unanimous-
ly to investigate the White Cif*
zen's Councils of the South.
• • •
Atlanta elects first Negro Mayor
in Georgia as every colored
citizen of voting age casts his be)"
lot at the polls.
• • •
Negro space cadet, first MS
to reach the moon, reports ads
color lines, no Daddy Graces, and
no Rock and Roll up there.
• • •
Satchel Paige announces retire--
ment from baseball at the ago of
100.
DATA 
It would be a fine thing if each
delegate to the Democratic Con-
vention upon arrival in Chicago
were presented with a free c tPY
of J. C. Furnas' new book,
"Goodbye to Uncle Tom." The
chances of getting a strong, in-
spiring civil rights plank in the
party platform might be greatly
improved.
This is a bright book written
by the author of "Anatomy of
Paradise." According to the blurb
on the jacket, "Goodbye Uncle
Tom" is "an analysis of the
myths pertaining to the American
Negro, from their origins to the
misconceptions of today."
The central thesis in the book
is that Mrs. Harriet Beecher
Stowe, for all her kind and gen-
erous nature, filled the American
mind full of racial nonsense
which has proven to be a handi-
cap to the Negro even unto this
day. In her celebrated book "Un-
cle Tom's Cabin," Mrs. Stowe
stacked the cards against accept-
ance of the Negro as an
equal at the same time she
struck out against keeping him a
slave.
Here I quote Mr. Furnas:
"Now this mordant melodrama of
Mrs. Stowe's provided these mil-
lions with an apparently authori-
tative racist doctrine to plump
out their previously inchoate no-
tions.
"The fact is that she invited
her unprecedently huge public
to subscribe to the very terms
in which the harshest Southerners
NOT BE EVERYTHING ... BUT IT'S WAY justified slasery. the very terms
WHATEVER IS IN SECOND PLACE!" that, if he ever were eman-
cipated, would most tragically
handicap the American Negro. . .
"I do not contend that Mrs.
Stowe's non-Southern readers re-
tained her racist teachings as a
matter of conscious learning. But
her books are the only racist prop-
aganda known to have been read
favorably by very many at that
time, and their effect must always




and mercifully moved against
slavery. So they were. But this
was the generosity and mercy of
antivivisectionists rather than of
champions of fully human rights
for fully human beings. People of
Mrs. Stowe's mind about "the
African race" were, so to speak,
subscribing to the SPCA rather
than to the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. ,
"The devil could have forged
no shrewder weapon for the Ne-
gro's worst enemy; Mrs. Stowe's
book was obviously decent and
Christian, obviously warm With
hopes of helping poor people with
dark skins. Nevertheless, it be-
came a principal occasion for Ne-
groes to say, "God deliver us
from our friends."
"As her work soaked into the
common mind, fostering cheap
sagacity about aVeged ra-
cial traits down to oilr own day
and affecting millions who have
never read Uncle Tom or seen
a Tom-show, it has sadly clogged
the efforts of modern good will,
acting on sounder information, to
persuade people that this kind of
 a
racist idea does not hold water.*
Mr. Furnas makes one observe.
tion about Mrs. Stowe which IS
a gem. He states; "In tinkering
with society, good will is not
enough."
Some readers are sure to re- -
sent the way Mr. Furnas lays
bare the mind of Mrs. Stowe but
few can challenge the facts he
brings forth regarding the rives
that the dear lady perpetuated
in the American mind. The "be-
kind-to-dumb-animals" philosophy
of many great friends of the Ne-
gro must eventually give way to
the scientific truths about race.
It goes without saying that
constant repitition of racial steno-
types, whether about Negroes,
Chinese, Indians, Frenchmen,
Italians or what-have-you, damag-
es society and corrupts the minds
of the uninformed.
A great many American boys
died on the battlefield of the Far
East and the Pacific in World War
11 and in the Korean War because
too many brass hats sincerely be-
lieved that the "nativec;" were in-
herently incapable of putting up
the kind of fight that they did. The
enemy was underestimated be.
cause of sterotypes.
It may give you a warm feel-
ing inside to believe that you are
a superior creature Alai some-
how better than those of a differ-
ent race or culture but, as you
can see, such illusions can be
dangerous. It is a lot safer, and
certainly far more scientific, to




re than 10,000 different kinds
'riper and cardboard are menu-
,ired for market in the U. S. I
•
ew Law Lets GIs Revive Lost insurance
Aids Post-Korea I
War II Vets
;IIINGTON Thousands at five-year term period to qualify
War ri an post-Korea vet-
who lost their five-year term
,urance since July 33, 1953,
se they had failed to pay
Or both of the last two
ly premiums, will be given
• portunity to reinstate their
under a new law just sign-
the President.
said it is searching its ree-
ior these cases, so it soon
..:end each former policyhold-
!instatement application with
tions on how to proceed.
agency "strongly" requested
. 'ected veterans not to write
.rwise make inquiries about
• cases for at least a month
not to delay the checking
.s to the detriment of all
•:is involved.
D AUG. 1
law which permits these vet-
.o reinstate such term poll-
— the Survivor Benefits Act,
' by the President Aug. 1,
insurance affected by the
'3 the five-year term poll-
National _ Service Life In-
whether of the conver-
orld War II type or of the
vertible post-Korea type.
r the old law, which be-
ffective July 23, 1953, these
)olicies could not be in a
f lapse at the end of the
them for automatic renewaL
Under the new law, this require-
ment is relaxed to the extent that
the five-year term of any policy
which has lapsed because of the
failure to pay either or both of the
last two monthly premiums is
automatically renewed for another
five-year term and the policy then
may be reinstated by meeting cer-
tain requirements.
RETROACTIVE
VA said the provision of the new
law has made retroactive to July
23, 1953, and thereby affects any
five-year term NSLI policy which
was lapsed at the expiration of the
term since that date because eith-
er or both of the last two monthly
premiums were unpaid.
VA estimates the number of vet-
erans affected to be in the thou-
sands, but stressed it will not know
the exact number of policies in-
volved until it has completed a
thorough check of the records.
Because of the magnitude of the
checking job and the importance
of getting it done as quickly as
possible for the protection of the
affected veterans, the agency said
any delays caused by veterans' in-
quiries will affect not only the
cases of the inquiring veterans,
but those of all others who are




By MAYO TOAL FORNISSI
11, Seems everybody is on
• Wilma Coprich Robinson
,arles 'Beach' Coprich mot-
• Avn from Denver for a few
.th relatives.
e (Plump) and John Mer-
mt some time here from tion.
•ancisco, with relatives. I
, and 'Tilford Cole motored
ago for several days.
Minnie Hutchins of CM-
visited with her relatives,
*Amen Hazzards.
• 'la Welch vacationed in
• . Ind.
and Mrs. E. B. Goode of
e came up for a visit with
^ a G. Gastons.
D.*. P. S. Moten lied a July
•slay.
le Cassandra Crawford,
--iter of the Marvin Craw-
5. celebrated her 8th birthday
'ay with a gala party at the
of her parents. A host
;img friends came to cele-
. Lovely favors and party
,s were enjoyed. The little
‘e received oodles of use-
Its.
J. Jackson, Addelyde
'•)ine and Flavilla Lowery
-ed to Detroit for the Beau-
s meet,
appointed tables. Mrs. Jennie
Dixon rendered the Cater service.
Mrs. Blanche Mitchell made a
camera motion picture for long
all, on the death of their son, Mr.memories of Mrs. Lelia Stone's
75 years young birthday celebra- Hayward Brown.
Mrs. Clara Banks of Canton,
Ohio, is spending her vacation
with relatives and friends at Mt.
Olive. Edward Parker and Will
Hill were delegates to the Grand
Lodge of Masons at Selma, Ala.
Reports the greatest session in
history, Chass. W. Hendley, Grand
Master in charge. Revival meet-
ing of the Saints in session
at Mt. Olive. Many souls are be-
ing saved. Rev. Arthur Hill, Rev.
M. G. Todd, in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilson of
Chicago, Ill., are guest of their
father, Mr. Henry Carson and
Mr. and Mrs. Zake Wells, Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Reid of Mounte-
vallo, Ala., were guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Juniors.
Mr. and Mrs. John Chapel of
Brierfield were guests of the Jun-
iors. Will Juniors has returned
from the hospital. He is resting
fine. He wishes to thank all of
his many friends for their cards
and letters received. Mrs. Anne
Juniors was guest of friends at
Florida
SNEADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. McCoy,-
Ins of Del Paso Heights, Calif.
are visiting their uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. John Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Philpot
and her mother, Mrs. Lucy Hick-
ey of Winter Park and Apopka,,
• Fla. is visiting her aunt and
grandmother. Mrs. Janie Cuthbert
and Mn- Annie Brockington of
this city.
Mrs. Bertha Donald, wife of
Gary Donald underwent surgery
recently in Donaldsonville, Ga.
Mrs. Henrietta Wilson is visiting
her daughter and grandson in Phil-
adelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Rachel Dawkins was a bus-
iness visitor in the home of yours 
Bessemer, Ala.
ong the new appointees truly last Sunday. family and grandmother, M r s.toing positions are: Jennie The AME Sunday School Con- Mr. and Mrs. Mayo Mitchell hiattie Roberson of Racine, Wis-
lo. She is survived by a son,
seph Britton of New York;
Mamie (Doss) and John Rich-
-ids of Los Angeles have a new
,aby daughter. Katie Sims Goins
,f Cleveland spent several days
sere on business.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Moore
vere host to 75 guests in the cele-
aration of their mother Mrs. Le-
iia Stone's 75th birthday on Thurs-
day afternoon, July 26, 1956, from
4 to 6 p. m.
nier, who will be out at Mus- vention closed last Sunday ght
. and Isabel Govan who will, at Bony Hill.
. t Wenonah High. Mrs. Bessie Kennedy has return-
rdelle Martin flew to New!ed home from Pinkard, Ala. where Mr_ Otis Walker and a host offor the marriage of her, she visited her three sisters, Mrs. friends were guests of Mr. and
: 
r. Jerry B. Scott, Mrs. Essie Snell Mrs. Will Juniors..ie church and fraternal world and Mrs. Mollie Hammond. Her Revival meeting was in sessiona staunch supporter in the brother Johnny J. Culber of Dal- at the Mount Grove Baptist,h of Mrs. Nannie H. Mitch- las' Tex. visited his sister and church July 29 to August 5. Rev.• who was funeralized from the brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Wer- G. W. Craig, pastor..ropolitan AME Zion church, ner Kennedy. His wife and daugh-1 Mrs. Alberta Black, Mrs. Sallie!re she had served some thirty ter accompanied him. Ward, were guests of friends at• • Birmingham, Ala., August 4. ,
t-s. She was Grand Organist of
Mrs. Fannie Brown has return- 1
• Grand chapter, Order of East- •
retary of the Grand Court 
Wisconsin ed doing fine.home from the Isaspital. She is
Star of Alabama; Past Grand 
Glee Club singers of Tuscaloosa,
soines of Jericho of Alabama;
Arthy Matron of Lily of the Val- la., rendered a musical at the' Chapter, Order of Eastern RACENE New Zion Chapel Church Augustsr and Most Ancient Matron of 5. Reverend D. L. Matthews, pas.ictory Court, Heroines of Jeri- By SUSIE SMITH tor.A-3C Ronald Flowers, son of
HAPPY WINNERS of big pri-
zes in Cincinnati's Fourth An-
nual Cotton Ball at swanky
Castle farm last week were
Miss Patricia Hall (2nd from
left) and Joe Baker (2nd from
right). The Lieut. Ralph H.
Greene Post 636, American Le-
gion, sponsor of the dance,
awarded Miss Hall a gold
trophy and a three piece set of
expensive luggage. Joe Baker
is overwhelmed over winning
the 1956 Lincoln, biggest prize
of the affair. Helping Miss Hall
hold her trophy Is Legionnaire
Wilbur Jones, of the commit-
tee chairmen. At right is Le-
gionnaire Eugene Berry, new-
ly elected commander of Lt.
Ralph H. Greene post.
Alabama
BESSEMER Billy Cohen and Willie L. Par.
Mr. ail Mrs. Jessie L. Evansinell are home cla furlough fromof New Hill announced the wed-1 Tort Jackson.
ding of their daughter, Miss John. • • •
nie Mae Evans to George Bailey1 ENTERPRISE
at the home of the bride. By J. H. OLIVER
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walker,
Mrs. Martha hfarnette in New
Hill is spending her vacation with Mrs. L. J. Alford, Mrs. Annie
Jane Howard, Misses Jacqueline
her sister, Mrs. Mary Marks of
Cleveland. Ohio. 
Moody, Edrina Lewis, JoanneMrs. Lizzie Daniels of Cleve- Henderson and Gloria Alford madeland Ohio is spending her vaca- the trip to the State Sunday Schooltion with relatives and friends of
gBoemsseryemer, Birmingham and Mont-
Mrs. Manilla Cook is spending
a brief vacation with Mrs. Sarah
Smith Muscoda.
Mrs. Sallie Mae Hall and her
granddaughter, Yvonne of Bes-
semer are spending their vaca-
tion with relatives and friends in
Kentucky ,Chicago and Ohio.
Mrs. Henrietta Evans of Besse-
mer is spending her vacation with
relatives and friends of Miami,
Fla.
Charles Jenkins of Chicago, Ill.,
is spending his vacation with his
aunt, Mrs. Lela Mae Bradley.
Mrs. Lucy C. Terry, traveling
by bus, with a delegation of Ma-
sons and Eastern Stars visited
the following places in Detroit:
Bell Island, Canada and the Holi-
day House in Idlewild, Mich.
Sister Lizzie Sheffield, sister of
Ardie King, underwent surgery
at the Catholic hospital in Selma,
Ala., recently.
The 21st Annual Session of the
Community and Independent chur-
ches in the southern area, con-
vened with the Wesley Chapel




Big Three Night worship
was held at the 1st Baptist church.
Our get well wishes are to Wil-
lie L. Ivery, jr., Fletcher Tolbert






Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Brown wish
to thank the mealy relatives and
friends for the cards and letters
and appreciate the kindness of
Mrs. Lula Flowers is home on fur-
lough from F. E. Warren Air A&T College PrexyForce Base in California. He is.
Ind., where she spent two weeksThe spacious lawn, beallt--"--! with her parents.flowers of many colors and shapes Mrs. James Robinson of Gary,and shrubs, made a perfect set- Ind., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Odleting for the occasion.
Hill. Mrs. Lilly Young is a patientMrs. Rosa Terry Brown greeted at St. Lukes hospital where shethe guests as they entered the underwent surgery.terraced lawn. Mrs. Laura Ben-•, 0. Shackleford, recently injurednet registered and introduced them his finger on his job and was rush-to the honoree. 
ed to doctor's office for treatment ,Mrs. Elmira Hall received many and returned home.cards, messages and gifts for the Allen Gardon and his wife, Dor-honored guest during the after- othy and god-child were passen-noon. The most unique gift was gers on a grey hound bus boundrevolvong Silver Lighted for Chicago. recently. The busMoney Tree containing 75 silver went out of control and 'went thrudollars to highlight the silver birth- 3 gasoline station, fortunatelyday celebration were the branch- neither were injured.es. The names of the members
of St. John A. M. E. church and
Mrs. Stone's other friends were
listed on the root.
Mrs. Y. M. Washington (florist)
designed the tree and made the
presentation. Mrs Stone was cit-
ed for being kind and thoughtful
to everyone and an ardent and
faithful member of St. John
throughout the years.
Mks Shirley Ann White, the
charming daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. White, Mrs. Essie Tag-
gart ewl Mrs. Seat. Belcher alter-
nated as hostesses from two silver
were guest of the Juniors. Little
Isaac Juniors celebrated his 6th
birthday July 29. Mrs. Viola Hill,
°ay $15,500 Debt
In 4-Year Period
NEW YORK — The congrega-
tion of Friendship Baptist church,
144 W. 131st st , made history last
week when it cancelled the mort-
gage on their East Elmhurst,
Long Island parsonage.
Less than four years ago. the,
church agreed to pay off a balancel
of $15,500 in 10 years.
Iowa
WATERLOO their daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
By BILLY LAWRENCE and Mrs. Alton Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Hill and Mrs. Velma Harris accompanl-
son, Michael Craig, is spending ed by her four children are visit-





Mr. and Mrs. Muriel Beaty, are
the proud parents of a baby girl
born Friday afternoon July 27 at
5:00 p.m., at Memorial hospital,
named Viesta Jo Ann, this is the
first child born to this union. Mrs.
Beaty, is the daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Will Thomas, 506 W. Cope-
land st.
Terrell Campbelle of Chicago,
has joined his wife Ethel, who is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Bertha
Powell, 407 W. Cline st.
Rosy Gardner, is leaving Wed-
nesday for Springfield, to attend
the Illinois State Fair.
Miss Clara M. Kirk was dismiss-
ed from Doctors Hospital, in Car-
bondale, Saturday August 4 and is
convalescing at her home, 305 N.
Holland st.
Mr. and Mrs. Jettie Ross, Mr.!
and Mrs. Charles Roberson, and
Charles Green and his son, Ron-
nie, is back home from a motor
trip to Durant Miss
Miss Eva Mai Owens is visit-
ing friends and relatives in De-
troit, Mich.
Mrs. Jean E. Nelson and nephew,
William B. Lawrence spent their
vacation in Beloit, Wis., before
returning home, Mr. and M r S.
Charles Douglas will join them in
a motor trip to Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Lillie Smith just returned I
from Chicago after attending the,
last rites of a friend, Mrs. Coty.
• • •
DAVENPORT
By W. T. McKEE 
•
Funeral services for Mrs. Anna!
Barquette Crump, 67, of 636 Lau-
rel st., who died Wednesday in her I
home, were held Monday at 2
p.m. in the Bethel AME church
with the Rev. J. I. Thomas offic-
iating. Surviving are the husband;
two sons, William of New York
City and Robert of Buffalo, N. Y.;
two brothers, Joseph and W a r d,
both of Los Angeles; two sisters,
Mrs. Leath Payton of Los An-
geles and Mrs. Doris B. Miller
of Joliet, Ill., six grandchildren
and one great-grandchild. Burialconsin, arrived here Saturday on was in Pine Hill cemetery.vacation. 
Barbara Ann Pate daughter ofMr. and Mrs. Ross plan to visit
Mrs. Sophia Washam in Gran
Chain, Mr. Ross' sister, also rela-
tives and friends in La Center, Ky.





Mrs. Robert Hannah is home
from the hospital.
Mrs. Francis Brooks was called
to Galesburg to be with her sis-
ter, Mrs. Charles White while un-
dergoing surgery.
Jack Huston went to Blandins-
ville to be in an amateur contest
where he won fifth place.
Mrs. Walter Thorpe entered the
Saint Francis hospital today.
Mrs. Donald Daniels and chil-
dren, Skippie and Diana, went to
Jacksonville to visit relatives andscheduled to return to Las Vegas,1 GREENSBORO, N. C. — The in friends, have one of the largest average - By AZORA S. DAVIS
Nev., to continue training. Little auguration of Warmoth T. Gibbs William and Dickie Leatherwood yields in the world — 31 bushels Miss Theresa Atkinson of Scay-
Gordon Flowers suffered a crack- as president of A and T college, visited in Springfield over t h e 'per acre according to recent 
more Street has been awarded
ed collar bone while playing at here, has been set for Nov. 9. I weekend.St. Park. He was taken to figures. 
$120 scholarship by the Ladies Au-R cinexil aryCourt 96 of Knights of
St. Lukes hospital where he re-
ceived mediral training.
Mrs. Leantine McIntyre has re- St. Peter Clever. Miss Atkinson
completed her freshman year atturned home from Indianapolis, 
Mt. St. Joseph's High school and
will begin her sophomore year at
St. Mary's business school in
September.
The Empire State Federation
Women's club convention met in
New York recently, representa-
tives were as follows: Miss Mary
Crosby, social editor of the Em-
pire Star; Mrs. Florence J. Lee
of Winslow ave.; Mrs. Medora
Washington of Niagara F-airs7 N.
Y. The meeting was held at the
St. George hotel
Miss Elma Plummer, an ele-
mentary school instructor of Buf-
falo set sail for Europe recent-
ly. She will visit Italy, Germany,I
Switzerland, Holland and France
and many other historic spots.
She will return in time for classes
to open in September.
Mrs. Mildred Lewis Threet of
93 E. Peckum St., is spending sev-
eral weeks vacationing in. Detroit,
a dancing class July 26. It is be 
ld Theich. Michigan aye YMCA start-
Rev. I. H. Wiggins and memberslieved that this will interest many His topic was "Abraham Lincoln of Mt Zion Baptist church par.young people. There will be class-1 and the Constitution." This award ticipated in the Installation serwes in Latin American dancing and I goes to any college he chooses. ! ices of Rev 0. W. Young, pas.many other ,orms of dancing.! William Jackson of Long Islands tor of First Baptist church isMiss Barbara Jefferson of Wood- N. V. was here last week on a Cache. Ill., Sunday afternomi.lawn avenue will be instructor business trip for the Johnson Rev. Wiggins, pastor of Mt. Zia.Buffalo Youth wins $1,000 Elks Publishing co., of Chicago, Ill, delivered the Installation message.
ROCHESTER
Last Monday Rochester witness-
ed the presentation by Mayor Pet-
er Barry, of Rochester, N. Y., of
two special keys to the city in his
office, to Lawrence Batiste, King
of the Sugar Cane Festival of
Iberia, La., and Mary Ann Brous-
sard Queen, In return a stalk of
Sugar Cane was presented to his
honor by each of the recipients,
a n d miniature bags of sugar.
News-reel movies were made and
still pictures of the official cere-
mony. They were the first of our
race to ever receive the keys to
the city, and in such official ca-
pacity.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Pate and !
George Womack were united in
wedlock Sunday at four o'clock in
Third Missionary Baptist church
with the Rev. T. Spencer, jr., of-
ficiating. A reception followed the
ceremony in the church parlors.
Miss Gerthrine Dickerson, Mem-
phis, Tenn., is spending a vacation
in the home of her aunt and un-
cle, Mr. and Mrs. Galloway Har-
ris, 1118 Ripley st.
Rev. J. I. Thomas, pastor of the
Bethel AME church observed his
, fifth anniversary in that position
during last week Special services
were held each day at 8 p.m. in
the church. Guest ministers from
the Quad-Cities spoke and choirs
of the various churches sang.
• Monday Noon: A special tour of
Kodak Park was arranged for the
Royal guests accompanied by Mrs.
Lawrence Batiste, chaperone to
the Queen who is seventeen, and
special party. Mr. Wm, E. Bas-
nip head of the public relation tor of St. Philip's Episcopaldepartment of Kodak Park, con- church, was elected chaplain ofducted the personal tour, special the Minnesota American Legionpictures were made of the Roy- at its annual convention held at Du-
! luth, Minn., last week. Father
al guests and accompanists.
Saturday: A private banquet! Carty is resuming his custom of
was held in the Powers hotel in conducting communion services
honor of the two Royal visitors. A ' for the migrant workers in this
sounpeorfvihsforr. oafndthSef rths.irLdeAstaerd.Peoctkh,-  last Sunday LillianforLtwhaist, p6u7rp5 o
city official was invited in the per- ' area. He was in Faribault, Minn.,
311!leharter's attending: Mr. and Mrs. ! ave., was taken to Riverview Me-Alpheus Vallot, related to the morial hospital Sunday because ofqueen, Mr. and Mrs. A. Parne11,1 a back injury. Dr. Lewis has hadMr. and Mrs. Maxie Maxwell; Mrd several severe falls within the lastLeon France; Mr. Richard Val/- two years.
lot; Miss Rose Clay, queen's at-
tendant; Miss Azelia Vallot; Miss
Doris Wiltshire -, Mrs. Louise
Mitchell.
The Knights and Ladies of St.
Peter Clever, a local Catholic Or-
ganization, were the hosts of the
Louisiana King and queen.
The dance held in the honor
of the royal two, was held in the
Clinton hall, and they were intro-
duced to the public by Mr. Lester
Peck, supervisor of the third ward.
The royal visitors made a tour of
:anada, and terminated their
week long visit to Rochester,




By EFFIE MAE PENDLETON
William Pendleton, Richard
Craig and Johnny Nelson left for
Cleveland, Ohio, last Saturday.
and BTU Congress in Bessemer,
Ala., to attend the meeting.
Mrs. Mattie Lee Chambers is
ill at her home on W. Adams st.
Mrs. Louise D. Obalugi, Mrs.
Victoria D. Whitehurst, Mrs. L.
J. Alford and Mrs. Eugenia Min-
cey are starting a nursery and
kindergarten for working moth-
ers. This project will be a great
help to this community and they
are to be congratulated for their
efforts.
To Jones continues to Intro.". , io
since his illness.
Prof. and Mrs 0. .1. Vickers
were home for the week end. They
are studying in the graduate de-
partment at State Teachers col-
lege in Montgomery, Ala. Other
students attendng are: Mrs. Char-
lie C. Johnson, Prof. Cleveland
Gavin and Mrs. Cecelia S. Cra-
dy .
Mrs. Lutha Mae Jordan and
daughter of Atlanta, Ga., were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl-
ton Petty.
Mrs. Annie Jane Howard ia vis-
iting relatives and friends in Bes-
semer, Ala., after attending the
Congress held there. She remain-
ed to visit.
Mrs. Sylvester Anderson is vis-
iting her mother and daughter,
Miss Annie Anderson in Buffalo,
N. Y.
Mrs. Inez Warren and little
daughter, Julia, is visiting friends
and relatives in Akron, Ohio.
I Mrs. Willie Mae Brooks is in
Gileson hospital where she under-
went surgery.
Mrs. Postorio Sistrenk has just
returned from Panama City, Isla.
where she spent her vacation
with her sister, Mrs. Commer.
The Twin Cities
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL li-
brarians look to books to meet
their particular needs during
the workshop for Elementary
School Librarian( sponsored by
the Library Service Depart-
ment of Florida Ad31 univer-
New Zealand's wheat fields
sity. They are Dorothy Shaw
(left) Daytona Beach, and
Hattie Walters, Graceville,
Special Note: A special letter ofl
introduction was presented to Ma-
yor Barry and credentials, in per- 1
son from Mayor Andrew Niatol of





The Rev, Denzil A. Carty, rec-
Mr. lames Rideau, 707 Rondo,
will be the speaker at Camphor
Methodist church services July 29.
Last Sunday Mr. Joseph Camp
addressed the congregation. Mrs.
Ozeida Warren awarded certifi-
cates to those youngsters who at-
tended the vacation Bible school.
The 14th annual upper Midwest
Amateur Golf Tournament, spon-
sored by Theodore Allen a n d
James W. Slemmons of the Twin
Cities, was held last week
end at the Theodore Wirth course.
Dr. R. G. Robinson of Detroit
retained his title in the men's
division. Miss Ann Gregory, of
Gary, Ind., won the women's title.
The tournament was attended by
large crowds each day.
Mrs. Gwen K. Twiggs, 950 St.
Anthony ave., entertaned the Ca-
meo Social Club at its last
meeting After the business ses-
sion a ham and turkey supper was
served. Special guests of the hos-
tess were Mr. and Mrs. John M.
Patton and Mrs. Alice Manning.
MENE APOLIS
Mr. Lyle W. Lesley, 3954 Third
ave., So., is the July Winner of
the Twin City Rapid Transit "Op-
erator of the Month" award. He
will be honored next month at a
,luncheon of the Citizens' Com-
mittee, at which time he will re-
ceive a $50 savings bond and a
badge to be worn on his arm.
His picture will be displayed in
I all the city buses for one month.
Illinois
By MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Sgt. Ezra Jenkins of Fort Camp-
bell, Ky., the son of Rev. Solo-
mon Jenkins of Milwaukee, Wis.,
and Mrs. Artie Jenkins of this
vicinity, left Sunday morning,
July 22nd, to take his father home.
The fath4r, Rev. Jenkins be-
came liolently ill while here
visiting relatives and friends. He
succumbed enroute to his home
in Milwaukee. The end came be-
fore Sgt. Jenkins reached Chi-
cago, Ill., with him.
While here, Rev. Jenkins was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Eu-
gene Moore. sr., and family. Miss
Shirley Jean Lathan of Cache, Ill.,
and Robert Nelson of this vi-
cinity, accompanied Sgt. Jenkins
to Milwaukee, Wis., and were in
the car when his father passed.
Rev. Jenkins leaves to mourn his
demise, his former wife, Mrs.
Artie Jenkins of this vicinity;
3 sons: Ivan and Ezra, in U. S.
Military Service and Sumner of
this vicinity; 5 daughters: Mrs.
Lois E. Smith, Misses Esther and
Zephyr June Jenkins of Milwau-
kee, Owney Maxine and Lela
Oneida of this vicinity, and sev-
eral grandchildren and other re-
Scholarship — Gordon McCarley,1
16 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. I
Cornie MeCarley of High street,
a senior at Tech — Ilutchinson
high school was recipient. He re-
turned recently from Reading, Pa.,
where the First Regional District
Oratorical contest of the Improv-
ed Benevolent and Protective Or-
der of Elks of the World was held.
latives. Funeral arrangements have
not been announced at this time.
Mrs. Elizabeth Fisher, Robinson,
who was a patient in St. Mary's
hospital in Cairo, Ill., for 6 days,
has- returned home. Mrs. Robin-
son is the mother of Mrs, Mon-
ette E. Vaughn.
Mrs. Minnie Hill and little
granddaughter, Hilda C. Floyd of
Jackson, Tenn., were week end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Vaughn and mother, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Fisher, Robinson. Other
guests of the Vaughns were Mr,
and Mrs. Clarence Floyd and lit-
tle son, Clarence Howard of
Jackson, Tenn., who motored here
to take their mother and daughter
home, and Mr. and Mrs. Arbee
Vaughn of Future City, Ill. Mrs.
Hill is the sister of Mrs. Robin-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brown of
St. Louis, Mo., were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Webb and
other relatives here.
Mrs. Gertie Mae Smith and lit-
tle grandson, James, have return-
ed from Chicago, Ill., where they
spent several days with Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Jarvis who are the
parents of a new daughter, and
Miss Sally Ann Smith. Miss
Smith and Mrs. Jarvis are daugh-
ters of Mrs Smith. Johnie, the
son of Mrs. Smith, accompanied
her to Chicago but did not rs-turn with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Booker, Winston
and daughter, Mrs. Jennie Byrd,
enroute home from Cleveland.
Miss,, where they visited Mrs.
B. T. Winston's relatives.
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